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 » Connecting logarithms to regression

 » Pursuing polynomials

Curvilinear Regression: 
When Relationships Get 
Complicated

In Chapters  14 and  15, I describe linear regression and correlation  — two 
 concepts that depend on the straight line as the best-fitting summary of a 
scatterplot.

But a line is isn’t always the best fit. Processes in a variety of areas, from biology 
to business, conform more to curves than to lines.

For example, think about when you learned a skill — like tying your shoelaces. 
When you first tried it, it took quite a while didn’t it? And then whenever you tried 
it again, it took progressively less time for you to finish, right? Until finally, you 
can tie your shoelaces very quickly but you can’t really get any faster — you’re 
now doing it is as efficiently as you can.

If you plotted shoelace-tying-time (in seconds) on the y-axis and trials (occa-
sions when you tried to tie your shoes) on the x-axis, the graph might look 
 something like Figure 16-1. A straight line is clearly not the best summary of a 
plot like this.

Chapter 16
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How do you find the best-fitting curve? (Another way to say this: “How do you 
formulate a model for these data?”) I’ll be happy to show you, but first I have to 
tell you about logarithms, and about an important number called e.

Why? Because those concepts form the foundation of three kinds of nonlinear 
regression.

What Is a Logarithm?
Plainly and simply, a logarithm is an exponent — a power to which you raise a 
number. In the equation

10 1002

2 is an exponent. Does that mean that 2 is also a logarithm? Well . . . yes. In terms 
of logarithms,

log10 100 2

That’s really just another way of saying 10 1002 . Mathematicians read it as “the 
logarithm of 100 to the base 10 equals 2.” It means that if you want to raise 10 to 
some power to get 100, that power is 2.

How about 1,000? As you know

10 10003

so

log10 1000 3

FIGURE 16-1: 
Hypothetical plot 

of learning a 
skill — like tying 
your shoelaces.
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How about 763? Uh. . . . Hmm. . . . That’s like trying to solve

10 763x

What could that answer possibly be? 102 means 10 × 10 and that gives you 100. 
103 means 10 10 10 and that’s 1,000. But 763?

Here’s where you have to think outside the dialog box. You have to imagine expo-
nents that aren’t whole numbers. I know, I know: How can you multiply a number 
by itself a fraction at a time? If you could, somehow, the number in that 763 equa-
tion would have to be between 2 (which gets you to 100) and 3 (which gets you 
to 1,000).

In the 16th century, mathematician John Napier showed how to do it, and loga-
rithms were born. Why did Napier bother with this? One reason is that it was a 
great help to astronomers. Astronomers have to deal with numbers that are, well, 
astronomical. Logarithms ease computational strain in a couple of ways. One way 
is to substitute small numbers for large ones: The logarithm of 1,000,000 is 6, and 
the logarithm of 100,000,000 is 8. Also, working with logarithms opens up a help-
ful set of computational shortcuts. Before calculators and computers appeared on 
the scene, this was a very big deal.

Incidentally,

10 7632 882525.

which means that

log .10 763 2 882525

You can use R’s log10() function to check that out:

> log10(763)
[1] 2.882525

If you reverse the process, you’ll see that

> 10^2.882525
[1] 763.0008

So, 2.882525 is a tiny bit off, but you get the idea.

A bit earlier, I mentioned “computational shortcuts” that result from logarithms. 
Here’s one: If you want to multiply two numbers, add their logarithms, and then 
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find the number whose logarithm is the sum. That last part is called “finding the 
antilogarithm.” Here’s a quick example: To multiply 100 by 1,000:

log log

,

10 10

10
5

100 1000

2 3 5

5 10 100 000antilog

Here’s another computational shortcut: Multiplying the logarithm of a number x 
by a number b corresponds to raising x to the b power.

Ten, the number that’s raised to the exponent, is called the base. Because it’s also the 
base of our number system and everyone is familiar with it, logarithms of base 10 are 
called common logarithms. And, as you just saw, a common logarithm in R is log10.

Does that mean you can have other bases? Absolutely. Any number (except 0 or 1 
or a negative number) can be a base. For example,

7 8 60 842. .

So

log ..7 8 60 84 2

And you can use R’s log() function to check that out:

> log(60.84,7.8)
[1] 2

In terms of bases, one number is special . . .

What Is e?
Which brings me to e, a constant that’s all about growth.

Imagine the princely sum of $1 deposited in a bank account. Suppose that the 
interest rate is 2 percent a year. (Yes, this is just an example!) If it’s simple inter-
est, the bank adds $.02 every year, and in 50 years you have $2.

If it’s compound interest, at the end of 50 years you have 1 02
50

.  — which is just 
a bit more than $2.68, assuming that the bank compounds the interest once a 
year.

Of course, if the bank compounds interest twice a year, each payment is $.01, and 

after 50 years the bank has compounded it 100 times. That gives you 1 01
100

. , or 
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just over $2.70. What about compounding it four times a year? After 50 years — 

200 compoundings — you have 1 005
200

. , which results in the don’t-spend-it- 
all-in-one-place amount of $2.71 and a tiny bit more.

Focusing on “just a bit more” and “a tiny bit more,” and taking it to extremes, 
after 100,000 compoundings, you have $2.718268. After 100 million, you have 
$2.718282.

If you could get the bank to compound many more times in those 50 years, your 
sum of money approaches a limit — an amount it gets ever so close to, but never 
quite reaches. That limit is e.

The way I set up the example, the rule for calculating the amount is

1 1
n

n

where n represents the number of payments. Two cents is 1/50th of a dollar and I 
specified 50 years — 50 payments. Then I specified two payments a year (and 
each year’s payments have to add up to 2 percent) so that in 50 years you have 
100 payments of 1/100th of a dollar, and so on.

To see this concept in action,

x <- c(seq(1,10,1),50,100,200,500,1000,10000,100000000)
> y <- (1+(1/x))^x
> data.frame(x,y)
       x        y
1  1e+00 2.000000
2  2e+00 2.250000
3  3e+00 2.370370
4  4e+00 2.441406
5  5e+00 2.488320
6  6e+00 2.521626
7  7e+00 2.546500
8  8e+00 2.565785
9  9e+00 2.581175
10 1e+01 2.593742
11 5e+01 2.691588
12 1e+02 2.704814
13 2e+02 2.711517
14 5e+02 2.715569
15 1e+03 2.716924
16 1e+04 2.718146
17 1e+08 2.718282
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So e is associated with growth. Its value is 2.718282 . . . The three dots mean that 
you never quite get to the exact value (like π, the constant that enables you to find 
the area of a circle).

The number e pops up in all kinds of places. It’s in the formula for the normal 
distribution (along with π; see Chapter 8), and it’s in distributions I discuss in 
Chapter 18 and in Appendix A). Many natural phenomena are related to e.

It’s so important that scientists, mathematicians, and business analysts use it as 
a base for logarithms. Logarithms to the base e are called natural logarithms. In 
many textbooks, a natural logarithm is abbreviated as ln. In R, it’s log.

Table 16-1 presents some comparisons (rounded to three decimal places) between 
common logarithms and natural logarithms.

One more thing: In many formulas and equations, it’s often necessary to raise e to 
a power. Sometimes the power is a fairly complicated mathematical expression. 
Because superscripts are usually printed in a small font, it can be a strain to have 
to constantly read them. To ease the eyestrain, mathematicians have invented a 
special notation: exp. Whenever you see exp followed by something in parentheses, 
it means to raise e to the power of whatever’s in the parentheses. For example,

exp . ..1 6 4 9530321 6e

R’s exp() function does that calculation for you:

> exp(1.6)
[1] 4.953032

TABLE 16-1	 Some Common Logarithms (Log10)  
and Natural Logarithms (Log)

Number Log10 Log

e 0.434 1.000

10 1.000 2.303

50 1.699 3.912

100 2.000 4.605

453 2.656 6.116

1000 3.000 6.908
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Applying the exp() function with natural logarithms is like finding the antilog 
with common logarithms.

Speaking of raising e, when executives at Google, Inc., filed its IPO, they said they 
wanted to raise $2,718,281,828, which is e times a billion dollars rounded to the 
nearest dollar.

And now . . . back to curvilinear regression.

Power Regression
Biologists have studied the interrelationships between the sizes and weights  
of parts of the body. One fascinating relationship is the relation between body 
weight and brain weight. One way to study this is to assess the relationship across 
different species. Intuitively, it seems like heavier animals should have heavier 
brains — but what’s the exact nature of the relationship?

In the MASS package, you’ll find a data frame called Animals that contains the 
body weights (in kilograms) and brain weights (in grams) of 28 species. (To follow 
along, on the Package tab click Install. Then, in the Install Packages dialog box, 
type MASS. When MASS appears on the Packages tab, select its check box.)

The first six rows of Animals are:

> head(Animals)
                    body brain
Mountain beaver     1.35   8.1
Cow               465.00 423.0
Grey wolf          36.33 119.5
Goat               27.66 115.0
Guinea pig          1.04   5.5
Dipliodocus     11700.00  50.0

Have you ever seen a dipliodocus? No? Outside of a natural history museum, no 
one else has, either. In addition to this dinosaur in row 6, Animals has triceratops 
in row 16 and brachiosaurus in row 26. Here, I’ll show you:

> Animals[c(6,16,26),]
               body brain
Dipliodocus   11700  50.0
Triceratops    9400  70.0
Brachiosaurus 87000 154.5
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To confine your work to living species, create

> Animals.living <- Animals[-c(6,16,26),]

which causes those three dinosaurs to vanish from the data frame as surely as 
they have vanished from the face of the earth.

Let’s take a look at the data points. This code snippet

ggplot(Animals.living, aes(x=body, y=brain))+
  geom_point()

produces Figure 16-2. Note that the idea is to use body weight to predict brain 
weight.

Doesn’t look much like a linear relationship, does it? In fact, it’s not. Relation-
ships in this field often take the form

y ax b

Because the independent (predictor) variable x (body weight, in this case) is raised 
to a power, this type of model is called power regression.

FIGURE 16-2: 
The relationship 

between body 
weight and brain 

weight for 25 
animal species.
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R doesn’t have a specific function for creating a power regression model. Its lm() 
function creates linear models, as described in Chapter 14. But you can use lm() in 
this situation if you can somehow transform the data so that the relationship 
between the transformed body weight and the transformed brain weight is 
linear.

And this is why I told you about logarithms.

You can “linearize” the scatterplot by working with the logarithm of the body 
weight and the logarithm of the brain weight. Here’s some code to do just that. For 
good measure, I’ll throw in the animal name for each data point:

ggplot(Animals.living, aes(x=log(body), y=log(brain)))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_text(aes(label=rownames(Animals.living)))

Figure 16-3 shows the result.

I’m surprised by the closeness of donkey and gorilla, but maybe my concept of 
gorilla comes from King Kong. Another surprise is the closeness of horse and 
giraffe.

FIGURE 16-3: 
The relationship 
between the log 

of body weight 
and the log of 

brain weight for 
25 animal 

species.
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Anyway, you can fit a regression line through this scatterplot. Here’s the code for 
the plot with the line and without the animal names:

ggplot(Animals.living, aes(x=log(body), y=log(brain)))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_smooth(method = "lm",se=FALSE)

The first argument in the last statement (method = “lm”) fits the regression line 
to the data points. The second argument (se=FALSE) prevents ggplot from plotting 
the 95 percent confidence interval around the regression line. These lines of code 
produce Figure 16-4.

This procedure — working with the log of each variable and then fitting a regres-
sion line — is exactly what to do in a case like this. Here’s the analysis:

powerfit <- lm(log(brain) ~ log(body), data = Animals.living)

As always, lm() indicates a linear model, and the dependent variable is on the left 
side of the tilde (~) with the predictor variable on the right side. After running the 
analysis,

FIGURE 16-4: 
The relationship 
between the log 

of body weight 
and the log of 

brain weight for 
25 animal 

species, with a 
regression line.
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> summary(powerfit)

Call:
lm(formula = log(brain) ~ log(body), data = Animals.living)

Residuals:
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max
-0.9125 -0.4752 -0.1557  0.1940  1.9303

Coefficients:
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)  2.15041    0.20060   10.72 2.03e-10 ***
log(body)    0.75226    0.04572   16.45 3.24e-14 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 0.7258 on 23 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.9217,  Adjusted R-squared:  0.9183
F-statistic: 270.7 on 1 and 23 DF,  p-value: 3.243e-14

The high value of F (270.7) and the extremely low p-value let you know that the 
model is a good fit.

The coefficients tell you that in logarithmic form, the regression equation is

log log

log log . .

y a bx

brainweight bodyw2 15041 75226 eeeight

For the power regression equation, you have to take the antilog of both sides. As I 
mention earlier, when you’re working with natural logarithms, that’s the same as 
applying the exp() function:

exp log exp log

exp

y a bx

y a x b

brainweight exp(2.1555041) bodyweight

brainweight bodyweight

.

..

75226

758 588397 22226

All this is in keeping with what I say earlier in this chapter:

» Adding the logarithms of numbers corresponds to multiplying the numbers.

» Multiplying the logarithm of x by b corresponds to raising x to the b power.
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Here’s how to use R to find the exp of the intercept:

> a <- exp(powerfit$coefficients[1])
> a
(Intercept)
   8.588397

You can plot the power regression equation as a curve in the original scatterplot:

ggplot(Animals.living, aes(x=body, y=brain))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_line(aes(y=exp(powerfit$fitted.values)))

That last statement is the business end, of course: powerfit$fitted.values con-
tains the predicted brain weights in logarithmic form, and applying exp() to those 
values converts those predictions to the original units of measure. You map them 
to y to position the curve. Figure 16-5 shows the plot.

Exponential Regression
As I mention earlier, e figures into processes in a variety of areas. Some of those 
processes, like compound interest, involve growth. Others involve decay.

FIGURE 16-5: 
Original plot of 

brain weights and 
body weights of 
25 species, with 

the power 
regression curve.
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Here’s an example. If you’ve ever poured a glass of beer and let it stand, you might 
have noticed that the head gets smaller and smaller (it “decays,” in other words) 
as time passes. You haven’t done that? Okay. Go ahead and pour a tall, cool one 
and watch it for six minutes. I’ll wait.

. . . And we’re back. Was I right? Notice that I didn’t ask you to measure the height 
of the head as it decayed. Physicist Arnd Leike did that for us for three brands 
of beer.

He measured head-height every 15 seconds from 0 to 120 seconds after pouring 
the beer, then every 30 seconds from 150 seconds to 240 seconds, and, finally, at 
300 seconds and 360 seconds. (In the true spirit of science, he then drank the 
beer.) Here are those intervals as a vector:

seconds.after.pour <- c(seq(0,120,15), seq(150,240,30),  
c(300,360))

and here are the measured head-heights (in centimeters) for one of those brands:

head.cm <- c(17, 16.1, 14.9, 14, 13.2, 12.5, 11.9, 11.2,  
           10.7, 9.7, 8.9, 8.3, 7.5, 6.3, 5.2)

I combine these vectors into a data frame:

beer.head <- data.frame(seconds.after.pour,head.cm)

Let’s see what the plot looks like. This code snippet

ggplot(beer.head, aes(x=seconds.after.pour,y=head.cm))+
  geom_point()

produces Figure 16-6.

This one is crying out (in its beer?) for a curvilinear model, isn’t it?

One way to linearize the plot (so that you can use lm() to create a model) is to 
work with the log of the y-variable:

ggplot(beer.head, aes(x=  
         seconds.after.pour,y=log(head.cm)))+

  geom_point()+
  geom_smooth(method="lm",se=FALSE)

The last statement adds the regression line (method = “lm”) and doesn’t draw 
the  confidence interval around the line (se = FALSE). You can see all this in 
Figure 16-7.
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As in the preceding section, creating this plot points the way for carrying out the 
analysis. The general equation for the resulting model is

y aebx

Because the predictor variable appears in an exponent (to which e is raised), this 
is called exponential regression.

FIGURE 16-6: 
How beer 

head-height 
(head.cm) decays 

over time.

FIGURE 16-7: 
How log(head.cm) 
decays over time, 

including the 
regression line.
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And here’s how to do the analysis:

expfit <- lm(log(head.cm) ~ seconds.after.pour,
             data = beer.head)

Once again, lm() indicates a linear model, and the dependent variable is on the 
left side of the tilde (~), with the predictor variable on the right side. After running 
the analysis,

> summary(expfit)

Call:
lm(formula = log(head.cm) ~ seconds.after.pour, data = beer. 

         head)

Residuals:
      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max
-0.031082 -0.019012 -0.001316  0.017338  0.047806

Coefficients:
                     Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)         2.785e+00  1.110e-02  250.99  < 2e-16 ***
seconds.after.pour -3.223e-03  6.616e-05  -48.72  4.2e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 0.02652 on 13 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.9946,  Adjusted R-squared:  0.9941
F-statistic:  2373 on 1 and 13 DF,  p-value: 4.197e-16

The F and p-value show that this model is a phenomenally great fit. The R-squared 
is among the highest you’ll ever see. In fact, Arnd did all this to show his students 
how an exponential process works. [If you want to see his data for the other two 
brands, check out Leike, A. (2002), “Demonstration of the exponential decay law 
using beer froth,” European Journal of Physics, 23(1), 21–26.]

According to the coefficients, the regression equation in logarithmic form is

log

log . .

y a bx

head.cm’ seconds.after.p2 785 003223 oour
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For the exponential regression equation, you have to take the exponential of both 
sides — in other words, you apply the exp() function:

exp log exp

exp

y a bx

y a e

e

bx

head.cm exp(2.785) .0003223seconds.after.pour

.003223secondshead.cm 16 20642. e ..after.pour

Analogous to what you did in the preceding section, you can plot the exponential 
regression equation as a curve in the original scatterplot:

ggplot(beer.head, aes(x= seconds.after.pour,y=head.cm))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_line(aes(y=exp(expfit$fitted.values)))

In the last statement, expfit$fitted.values contains the predicted beer head-
heights in logarithmic form, and applying exp() to those values converts those 
predictions to the original units of measure. Mapping them to y positions the 
curve. Figure 16-8 shows the plot.

Logarithmic Regression
In the two preceding sections, I explain how power regression analysis works with 
the log of the x-variable and the log of the y-variable, and how exponential 

FIGURE 16-8: 
The decay of 

head.cm over 
time, with the 

exponential 
regression curve.
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regression analysis works with the log of just the y-variable. As you might imag-
ine, one more analytic possibility is available to you — working with just the log 
of the x-variable. The equation of the model looks like this:

y a b xlog

Because the logarithm is applied to the predictor variable, this is called logarithmic 
regression.

Here’s an example that uses the Cars93 data frame in the MASS package. (Make 
sure you have the MASS package installed. On the Packages tab, find the MASS check 
box and if it’s not selected, click it.)

This data frame, featured prominently in Chapter 3, holds data on a number of 
variables for 93 cars in the model year 1993. Here, I focus on the relationship 
between Horsepower (the x-variable) and MPG.highway (the y-variable).

This is the code to create the scatterplot in Figure 16-9:

ggplot(Cars93, aes(x=Horsepower,y=MPG.highway))+
  geom_point()

FIGURE 16-9: 
MPG.highway and 

Horsepower in 
the Cars93 data 

frame.
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For this example, linearize the plot by taking the log of Horsepower. In the plot, 
include the regression line, and here’s how to draw it:

ggplot(Cars93, aes(x=log(Horsepower),y=MPG.highway))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_smooth(method="lm",se=FALSE)

Figure 16-10 shows the result.

With log(Horsepower) as the x-variable, the analysis is

logfit <- lm(MPG.highway ~ log(Horsepower), data=Cars93)

After carrying out that analysis, summary() provides the details:

> summary(logfit)

Call:
lm(formula = MPG.highway ~ log(Horsepower), data = Cars93)

Residuals:
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max
-10.3109  -2.2066  -0.0707   2.0031  14.0002

Coefficients:
                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)       80.003      5.520  14.493  < 2e-16 ***
log(Horsepower)  -10.379      1.122  -9.248 9.55e-15 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 3.849 on 91 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.4845,  Adjusted R-squared:  0.4788
F-statistic: 85.53 on 1 and 91 DF,  p-value: 9.548e-15

The high value of F and the very low value of p indicate an excellent fit.

From the coefficients, the regression equation is

MPG.highway Horsepower’ . . log80 03 10 379
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As in the preceding sections, I plot the regression curve in the original plot:

ggplot(Cars93, aes(x=Horsepower,y=MPG.highway))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_line(aes(y=logfit$fitted.values))

Figure 16-11 shows the plot with the regression curve.

FIGURE 16-10: 
MPG.highway and 
Log(Horsepower) 

in Cars93, along 
with the 

regression line.

FIGURE 16-11: 
MPG.highway and 
Horsepower, with 

the logarithmic 
regression curve.
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Polynomial Regression: A Higher Power
In all the types of regression I describe earlier in this chapter, the model is a line 
or a curve that does not change direction. It is possible, however, to create a model 
that incorporates a direction-change. This is the province of polynomial 
regression.

I touch on direction-change in Chapter  12, in the context of trend analysis. To 
model one change of direction, the regression equation has to have an x-term 
raised to the second power:

y a b x b x1 2
2

To model two changes of direction, the regression equation has to have an x-term 
raised to the third power:

y a b x b x b x1 2
2

3
3

and so forth.

I illustrate polynomial regression with another data frame from the MASS package. 
(On the Packages tab, find MASS. If its check box isn’t selected, click it.)

This data frame is called Boston. It holds data on housing values in the Boston 
suburbs. Among its 14 variables are rm (the number of rooms in a dwelling) and 
medv (the median value of the dwelling). I focus on those two variables in this 
example, with rm as the predictor variable.

Begin by creating the scatterplot and regression line:

ggplot(Boston, aes(x=rm,y=medv))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_smooth(method=lm, se=FALSE)

Figure 16-12 shows what this code produces.

The linear regression model is

linfit <- lm(medv ~ rm, data=Boston)

> summary(linfit)

Call:
lm(formula = medv ~ rm, data = Boston)
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Residuals:
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max
-23.346  -2.547   0.090   2.986  39.433

Coefficients:
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)  -34.671      2.650  -13.08   <2e-16 ***
rm             9.102      0.419   21.72   <2e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 6.616 on 504 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.4835,  Adjusted R-squared:  0.4825
F-statistic: 471.8 on 1 and 504 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16

The F and p-value show that this is a good fit. R-squared tells you that about 
48 percent of the SSTotal for medv is tied up in the relationship between rm and 
medv. (Check out Chapter 15 if that last sentence sounds unfamiliar.)

The coefficients tell you that the linear model is

medv rm34 671 9 102. .

FIGURE 16-12: 
Scatterplot of 
median value 

(medv) vs rooms 
(rm) in the Boston 

data frame, with 
the regression 

line.
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But perhaps a model with a change of direction provides a better fit. To set this up 
in R, create a new variable rm2 — which is just rm squared:

rm2 <- Boston$rm^2

Now treat this as a multiple regression analysis with two predictor variables: rm 
and rm2:

polyfit2 <-lm(medv ~ rm + rm2, data=Boston)

You can’t just go ahead and use rm^2 as the second predictor variable: lm() won’t 
work with it in that form.

After you run the analysis, here are the details:

> summary(polyfit2)

Call:
lm(formula = medv ~ rm + rm2, data = Boston)

Residuals:
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max
-35.769  -2.752   0.619   3.003  35.464

Coefficients:
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)  66.0588    12.1040   5.458 7.59e-08 ***
rm          -22.6433     3.7542  -6.031 3.15e-09 ***
rm2           2.4701     0.2905   8.502  < 2e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 6.193 on 503 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.5484,  Adjusted R-squared:  0.5466
F-statistic: 305.4 on 2 and 503 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16

Looks like a better fit than the linear model. The F-statistic here is higher, and this 
time R-squared tells you that almost 55 percent of the SSTotal for medv is due to the 
relationship between medv and the combination of rm and rm^2. The increase in 
F and in R-squared comes at a cost  — the second model has 1 less df (503 
versus 504).

The coefficients indicate that the polynomial regression equation is

medv rm rm66 0588 22 6433 2 4701 2. . .
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Is it worth the effort to add rm^2 to the model? To find out, I use anova() to com-
pare the linear model with the polynomial model:

> anova(linfit,polyfit2)
Analysis of Variance Table

Model 1: medv ~ rm
Model 2: medv ~ rm + rm2
  Res.Df   RSS Df Sum of Sq      F    Pr(>F)
1    504 22062
2    503 19290  1    2772.3 72.291 < 2.2e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

The high F-ratio (72.291) and extremely low Pr(>F) indicate that adding rm^2 is a 
good idea.

Here’s the code for the scatterplot, along with the curve for the polynomial model:

ggplot(Boston, aes(x=rm,y=medv))+
  geom_point()+
  geom_line(aes(y=polyfit2$fitted.values))

The predicted values for the polynomial model are in polyfit2$fitted.values, 
which you use in the last statement to position the regression curve in 
Figure 16-13.

FIGURE 16-13: 
Scatterplot of 
median value 
(medv) versus 

rooms (rm) in the 
Boston data 

frame, with the 
polynomial 

regression curve.
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The curve in the figure shows a slight downward trend in the dwelling’s value as 
rooms increase from fewer than four to about 4.5, and then the curve trends more 
sharply upward.

Which Model Should You Use?
I present a variety of regression models in this chapter. Deciding on the one that’s 
right for your data is not necessarily straightforward. One superficial answer 
might be to try each one and see which one yields the highest F and R-squared.

The operative word in that last sentence is “superficial.” The choice of model 
should depend on your knowledge of the domain from which the data comes and 
the processes in that domain. Which regression type allows you to formulate a 
theory about what might be happening in the data?

For instance, in the Boston example, the polynomial model showed that dwelling-
value decreases slightly as the number of rooms increases at the low end, and then 
value steadily increases as the number of rooms increases. The linear model 
couldn’t discern a trend like that. Why would that trend occur? Can you come up 
with a theory? Does the theory make sense?

I’ll leave you with an exercise. Remember the shoelace-tying example at the 
beginning of this chapter? All I gave you was Figure  16-1, but here are the 
numbers:

trials <-seq(1,18,1)
time.sec <- c(230, 140, 98, 75, 66, 54, 45, 31, 20, 15,  

10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 8, 8, 8)

What model can you come up with? And how does it help you explain the data?
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Defining probability

 » Working with probability

 » Dealing with random variables and 
their distributions

 » Focusing on the binomial distribution

 » Learning probability-related R 
functions

Introducing Probability

P 
robability is the basis of hypothesis testing and inferential statistics, so I use 
this concept throughout the book. (Seems like a fine time to introduce it!)

Most of the time I represent probability as the proportion of area under part of a 
distribution. For example, the probability of a Type I error (also known as α) is the 
area in a tail of the standard normal distribution, or in a tail of the t distribution.

It’s time to examine probability in greater detail, including random variables, 
permutations, and combinations. I show you some fundamentals and applications 
of probability, and then I focus on a couple of specific probability distributions and 
also tell you about some probability-related R functions.

What Is Probability?
Most of us have an intuitive idea of probability. Toss a fair coin, and you have a 
50–50 chance that it comes up heads. Toss a fair die (one of a pair of dice) and you 
have a 1-in-6 chance that it comes up displaying a 2.

Chapter 17
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If you wanted to be more formal in your definition, you’d most likely say some-
thing about all the possible things that could happen, and the proportion of those 
things you care about. Two things can happen when you toss a coin, and if you 
only care about one of them (heads), the probability of that event happening is 
one out of two. Six things can happen when you toss a die, and if you only care 
about one of them (2), the probability of that event happening is one out of six.

Experiments, trials, events,  
and sample spaces
Statisticians and others who work with probability refer to a process like tossing 
a coin or throwing a die as an experiment. Each time you go through the process, 
that’s a trial.

This might not fit your personal definition of an experiment (or of a trial, for that 
matter), but for a statistician, an experiment is any process that produces one of at 
least two distinct results (like heads or tails).

Here’s another piece of the definition of an experiment: You can’t predict the 
result with certainty. Each distinct result is called an elementary outcome. Put a 
bunch of elementary outcomes together and you have an event. For example, with 
a die the elementary outcomes 2, 4, and 6 make up the event “even number.”

Put all the possible elementary outcomes together and you’ve got yourself a sam-
ple space. The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 make up the sample space for a die. 
Heads and tails make up the sample space for a coin.

Sample spaces and probability
How do events, outcomes, and sample spaces play into probability? If each ele-
mentary outcome in a sample space is equally likely, the probability of an event is

pr Event
Number of Elementary Outcomes in the Event

Number  of Elementary Outcomes in the Sample Space

So the probability of tossing a die and getting an even number is

pr Even Number Number of Even-Numbered Elementary Outcomess
Number of Possible Outcomes of a Die

3
6

5.

If the elementary outcomes are not equally likely, you find the probability of an 
event in a different way. First, you have to have some way to assign a probability 
to each one. Then you add up the probabilities of the elementary outcomes that 
make up the event.
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A couple of things to bear in mind about outcome probabilities:

 » Each probability has to be between 0 and 1.

 » All the probabilities of elementary outcomes in a sample space have to add up 
to 1.00.

How do you assign those probabilities? Sometimes you have advance information — 
such as knowing that a coin is biased toward coming up heads 60 percent of the 
time. Sometimes you just have to think through the situation to figure out the prob-
ability of an outcome.

Here’s a quick example of “thinking through the situation.” Suppose a die is biased 
so that the probability of an outcome is proportional to the numerical label of the 
outcome: A 6 comes up six times as often as a 1, a 5 comes up five times as often as 
a 1, and so on. What is the probability of each outcome? All the probabilities have to 
add up to 1.00, and all the numbers on a die add up to 21 (1 2 3 4 5 6 21), so 
the probabilities are: pr  pr  pr1 1 21 2 2 21 6 6 21/ , / , , / .

Compound Events
Some rules for dealing with compound events help you “think through.” A com-
pound event consists of more than one event. It’s possible to combine events by 
either union or intersection (or both).

Union and intersection
On the toss of a fair die, what’s the probability of getting a 1 or a 4? Mathemati-
cians have a symbol for or. It’s called union, and it looks like this: ∪. Using this 
symbol, the probability of a 1 or a 4 is pr(1 ∪ 4).

In approaching this kind of probability, it’s helpful to keep track of the elementary 
outcomes. One elementary outcome is in each event, so the event “1 or 4” has two 
elementary outcomes. With a sample space of six outcomes, the probability is 2/6, 
or 1/3. Another way to calculate this is

pr pr pr1 1 4 1
6

1
6

2
6

1
3

Here’s a slightly more involved one: What’s the probability of getting a number 
between 1 and 3 or a number between 2 and 4?
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Just adding the elementary outcomes in each event won’t get it done this time. 
Three outcomes are in the event “between 1 and 3” and three are in the event 
“between 2 and 4.” The probability can’t be 3 3 divided by the six outcomes in 
the sample space, because that’s 1.00, leaving nothing for pr(5) and pr(6). For the 
same reason, you can’t just add the probabilities.

The challenge arises in the overlap of the two events. The elementary outcomes in 
“between 1 and 3” are 1, 2, and 3. The elementary outcomes in “between 2 and 4” 
are 2, 3, and 4. Two outcomes overlap: 2 and 3. In order to not count them twice, 
the trick is to subtract them from the total.

A couple of things will make life easier as I proceed. I abbreviate “between 1 and 
3” as A and “between 2 and 4” as B. Also, I use the mathematical symbol for 
“overlap.” The symbol is ∩ and it’s called intersection.

Using the symbols, the probability of “between 1 and 3” or “between 2 and 4” is

pr A B

Number of Outcomes in A Number of Outcomes in B Nummber of Outcomes in A B
Number of Outcomes in the Sample  Space

pr A B 3 3 2
6

4
6

2
3

You can also work with the probabilities:

pr A B 3
6

3
6

2
6

4
6

2
3

The general formula is

pr A B pr A pr B pr A B

Why was it okay to just add the probabilities together in the earlier example? 
Because pr(1 ∩ 4) is zero: It’s impossible to get a 1 and a 4 in the same toss of a die. 
Whenever pr(A ∩ B) = 0, A and B are said to be mutually exclusive.

Intersection again
Imagine throwing a coin and rolling a die at the same time. These two experi-
ments are independent, because the result of one has no influence on the result of 
the other.

What’s the probability of getting heads and a 4? You use the intersection symbol 
and write this as pr(heads ∩ 4):

pr Heads
Number of Elementary Outcomes in Heads  4

Numb
4

eer of Elementary Outcomes in the Sample Space
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Start with the sample space. Table 17-1 lists all the elementary outcomes.

As the table shows, 12 outcomes are possible. How many outcomes are in the event 
“heads and 4”? Just one. So

pr Heads
Number of Elementary Outcomes in Heads  4

Numb
4

eer of Elementary Outcomes in the Sample Space
1

12

You can also work with the probabilities:

pr Heads pr Heads pr 44 1
12

In general, if A and B are independent,

pr A B pr A pr B

Conditional Probability
In some circumstances, you narrow the sample space. For example, suppose I toss 
a die and I tell you the result is greater than 2. What’s the probability that it’s a 5?

Ordinarily, the probability of a 5 would be 1/6. In this case, however, the sample 
space isn’t 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. When you know the result is greater than 2, the 
sample space becomes 3, 4, 5, and 6. The probability of a 5 is now 1/4.

This is an example of conditional probability. It’s “conditional” because I’ve given 
a “condition” — the toss resulted in a number greater than 2. The notation for 
this is

pr Greater than 25|

TABLE 17-1	 The Elementary Outcomes in the Sample Space  
for Throwing a Coin and Rolling a Die

Heads, 1 Tails, 1

Heads, 2 Tails, 2

Heads, 3 Tails, 3

Heads, 4 Tails, 4

Heads, 5 Tails, 5

Heads, 6 Tails, 6
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The vertical line (|) is shorthand for the word “given,” and you read that notation 
as “the probability of a 5 given greater than 2.”

Working with the probabilities
In general, if you have two events A and B,

pr A B
pr A B

pr B
|

( )
( )

as long as pr(B) isn’t zero.

For the intersection in the numerator on the right, this is not a case where you just 
multiply probabilities together. In fact, if you could do that, you wouldn’t have a 
conditional probability, because that would mean A and B are independent. If 
they’re independent, one event can’t be conditional on the other.

You have to think through the probability of the intersection. In a die, how many 
outcomes are in the event “5 ∩ Greater than 2”? Just one, so pr(5 ∩ Greater than 
2) is 1/6, and

pr Greater than 2
pr Greater than 2

pr Greater than 2
5

5
|

1
6

4
6

1
4

The foundation of hypothesis testing
All the hypothesis testing I discuss in previous chapters involves conditional 
probability. When you calculate a sample statistic, compute a statistical test, and 
then compare the test statistic against a critical value, you’re looking for a condi-
tional probability. Specifically, you’re trying to find

pr obtained test statistic or a more extreme value|H  is tr0 uue

If that conditional probability is low (less than .05 in all the examples I show you 
in hypothesis-testing chapters), you reject H0.

Large Sample Spaces
When dealing with probability, it’s important to understand the sample space. In 
the examples I’ve shown you so far in this chapter, the sample spaces are small. 
With a coin or a die, it’s easy to list all the elementary outcomes.
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The world, of course, isn’t that simple. In fact, even the probability problems that 
live in statistics textbooks aren’t that simple. Most of the time, sample spaces are 
large and it’s not convenient to list every elementary outcome.

Take, for example, rolling a die twice. How many elementary outcomes are in the 
sample space consisting of both tosses? You can sit down and list them, but it’s 
better to reason it out: Six possibilities for the first toss, and each of those six can 
pair up with six possibilities on the second. So the sample space has 6 6 36 pos-
sible elementary outcomes.

This is similar to the coin-and-die sample space in Table 17-1, where the sample 
space consists of 2 6 12 elementary outcomes. With 12 outcomes, it was easy to 
list them all in a table. With 36 outcomes it starts to get, well, dicey. (Sorry.)

Events often require some thought, too. What’s the probability of rolling a die 
twice and totaling 5? You have to count the number of ways the two tosses can 
total 5, and then divide by the number of elementary outcomes in the sample 
space (36). You total a 5 by getting any of these pairs of tosses: 1 and 4, 2 and 3, 3 
and 2, or 4 and 1. That totals four ways, and they don’t overlap (excuse me —  
intersect), so

pr 5
Number of Ways of Rolling a 5

Number of Possible Outcoomes of Two Tosses
4
36

11.

Listing all the elementary outcomes for the sample space is often a nightmare. 
Fortunately, shortcuts are available, as I show in the upcoming subsections. 
Because each shortcut quickly helps you count a number of items, another name 
for a shortcut is a counting rule.

Believe it or not, I just slipped one counting rule past you. A couple of paragraphs 
ago, I say that in two tosses of a die you have a sample space of 6 6 36 possible 
outcomes. This is the product rule: If N1 outcomes are possible on the first trial of 
an experiment, and N2 outcomes are possible on the second trial, the number of 
possible outcomes is N1N2. Each possible outcome on the first trial can associate 
with all possible outcomes on the second. What about three trials? That’s N1N2N3.

Now for a couple more counting rules.

Permutations
Suppose you have to arrange five objects into a sequence. How many ways can you 
do that? For the first position in the sequence, you have five choices. After you 
make that choice, you have four choices for the second position. Then you have 
three choices for the third, two for the fourth, and one for the fifth. The number 
of ways is 5 4 3 2 1 120.
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In general, the number of sequences of N objects is N(N–1)(N–2).  .  .(2)(1). This 
kind of computation occurs fairly frequently in the probability world, and it has its 
own notation: N! You don’t read this by screaming out “N” in a loud voice. Instead, 
it’s “N factorial.” By definition, 1 1! , and 0 1! .

Now for the good stuff. If you have to order the 26 letters of the alphabet, the 
number of possible sequences is 26!, a huge number. But suppose the task is to 
create five-letter sequences so that no letter repeats in the sequence. How many 
ways can you do that? You have 26 choices for the first letter, 25 for the second, 
24 for the third, 23 for the fourth, 22 for the fifth, and that’s it. So that’s (26)(25)
(24)(23)(22). Here’s how that product is related to 26!:

26
21

!
!

Each sequence is called a permutation. In general, if you take permutations of N 
things r at a time, the notation is NPr (the P stands for permutation). The formula is

N rP N
N r

!
!

Just for completeness, here’s another wrinkle. Suppose that I allow repetitions in 
these sequences of 5. That is, aabbc is a permissible sequence. In that case, the 
number of sequences is 26 26 26 26 26, or as mathematicians would say, “26 
raised to the fifth power.” Or as mathematicians would write, “265.”

Combinations
In the preceding example, these sequences are different from one another: abcde, 
adbce, dbcae, and on and on and on. In fact, you could come up with 5! = 120 of 
these different sequences just for the letters a, b, c, d, and e.

Suppose I add the restriction that one of these sequences is no different from 
another, and all I’m concerned about is having sets of five nonrepeating letters in 
no particular order. Each set is called a combination. For this example, the number 
of combinations is the number of permutations divided by 5!:

26
5 21

!
! !

In general, the notation for combinations of N things taken r at a time is NCr (the C 
stands for combination). The formula is

N rC N
r N r

!
! !
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I touch on this topic in Appendix B. In the context of a statistical test called the 
Wilcoxon rank sum test, I use as an example the number of combinations of eight 
things taken four at a time:

8 4
8

4 4
70C !

! !

Now for that completeness wrinkle again. Suppose I allow repetitions in these 
sequences. How many sequences would I have? It turns out to be equivalent to 
N+r–1 things taken N–1 at a time, or N+r+1CN–1. For this example, that would be 30C25.

R Functions for Counting Rules
R provides factorial() for finding the factorial of a number:

> factorial(6)
[1] 720

You can also use this function to find the factorial of each number in a vector:

> xx <- c(2,3,4,5,6)
> factorial(xx)
[1]   2   6  24 120 720

For combinations, R provides a couple of possibilities. The choose() function cal-
culates NCr — the number of combinations of N things taken r at a time. So, for 8 
things taken 4 at a time (refer to the example from Appendix B), that’s

> choose(8,4)
[1] 70

To list all the combinations, use combn(). I illustrate with 4C2. I have a vector con-
taining the names of four of the Marx Brothers

Marx.Bros <- c("Groucho","Chico","Harpo","Zeppo")

and I want to list all possible combinations of them taken two at a time:

> combn(Marx.Bros,2)
     [,1]      [,2]      [,3]      [,4]    [,5]    [,6]
[1,] "Groucho" "Groucho" "Groucho" "Chico" "Chico" "Harpo"
[2,] "Chico"   "Harpo"   "Zeppo"   "Harpo" "Zeppo" "Zeppo"
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This matrix tells me that six such combinations are possible, and the two rows in 
each column show the two names in each combination.

In my view, the best functions for dealing with combinations and permutations are 
in the gtools package. On the Packages tab, find gtools and select its check box.

Here are the combinations() and permutations() functions from gtools at 
work:

> combinations(4,2,v=Marx.Bros)
     [,1]      [,2]
[1,] "Chico"   "Groucho"
[2,] "Chico"   "Harpo"
[3,] "Chico"   "Zeppo"
[4,] "Groucho" "Harpo"
[5,] "Groucho" "Zeppo"
[6,] "Harpo"   "Zeppo"

> permutations(4,2,v=Marx.Bros)
      [,1]      [,2]
 [1,] "Chico"   "Groucho"
 [2,] "Chico"   "Harpo"
 [3,] "Chico"   "Zeppo"
 [4,] "Groucho" "Chico"
 [5,] "Groucho" "Harpo"
 [6,] "Groucho" "Zeppo"
 [7,] "Harpo"   "Chico"
 [8,] "Harpo"   "Groucho"
 [9,] "Harpo"   "Zeppo"
[10,] "Zeppo"   "Chico"
[11,] "Zeppo"   "Groucho"
[12,] "Zeppo"   "Harpo"

For each function, the first argument is N, the second is r, and the third is the vec-
tor containing the items. Without the vector, here’s what happens:

> combinations(4,2)
     [,1] [,2]
[1,]    1    2
[2,]    1    3
[3,]    1    4
[4,]    2    3
[5,]    2    4
[6,]    3    4
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If all you want to do is solve for the number of combinations:

> nrow(combinations(4,2))
[1] 6

Of course, you can do the same for permutations.

Random Variables: Discrete  
and Continuous

Let me go back to tosses of a fair die, where six elementary outcomes are possible. 
If I use x to refer to the result of a toss, x can be any whole number from 1 to 6. 
Because x can take on a set of values, it’s a variable. Because x’s possible values 
correspond to the elementary outcomes of an experiment (meaning you can’t pre-
dict its values with absolute certainty), x is called a random variable.

Random variables come in two varieties. One variety is discrete, of which die- 
tossing is a good example. A discrete random variable can only take on what 
mathematicians like to call a countable number of values — like the numbers 1 
through 6. Values between the whole numbers 1 through 6 (like 1.25 and 3.1416) 
are impossible for a random variable that corresponds to the outcomes of 
die-tosses.

The other kind of random variable is continuous. A continuous random variable can 
take on an infinite number of values. Temperature is an example. Depending on 
the precision of a thermometer, having temperatures like 34.516 degrees is 
possible.

Probability Distributions  
and Density Functions

Back again to die-tossing. Each value of the random variable x (1–6, remember) 
has a probability. If the die is fair, each probability is 1/6. Pair each value of a dis-
crete random variable like x with its probability, and you have a probability 
distribution.

Probability distributions are easy enough to represent in graphs. Figure  17-1 
shows the probability distribution for x.
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A random variable has a mean, a variance, and a standard deviation. Calculating 
these parameters is pretty straightforward. In the random-variable world, the 
mean is called the expected value, and the expected value of random variable x is 
abbreviated as E(x). Here’s how you calculate it:

E x x pr x

For the probability distribution in Figure 17-1, that’s

E x x pr x 1 1
6

2 1
6

3 1
6

4 1
6

5 1
6

6 11
6

3 5.

The variance of a random variable is often abbreviated as V(x), and the formula is

V x x pr x E x2 2

Working with the probability distribution in Figure 17-1 once again,

V x 1 1
6

2 1
6

3 1
6

4 1
6

5 1
6

6 1
6

2 2 2 2 2 2 3 5 2 917
2

. .

The standard deviation is the square root of the variance, which in this case  
is 1.708.

For continuous random variables, things get a little trickier. You can’t pair a value 
with a probability, because you can’t really pin down a value. Instead, you associ-
ate a continuous random variable with a mathematical rule (an equation) that 
generates probability density, and the distribution is called a probability density 

FIGURE 17-1: 
The probability 

distribution for x, 
a random 

variable based on 
the tosses of a 

fair die.
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 function. To calculate the mean and variance of a continuous random variable, you 
need calculus.

In Chapter 8, I show you a probability density function — the standard normal 
distribution. I reproduce it here as Figure 17-2.

In the figure, f(x) represents the probability density. Because probability density 
can involve some heavyweight mathematical concepts, I won’t go into it. As I 
mention in Chapter 8, think of probability density as something that turns the 
area under the curve into probability.

Although you can’t speak of the probability of a specific value of a continuous 
random variable, you can work with the probability of an interval. To find the 
probability that the random variable takes on a value within an interval, you find 
the proportion of the total area under the curve that’s inside that interval. 
 Figure 17-2 shows this concept. The probability that x is between 0 and 1σ is .3413.

For the rest of this chapter, I deal just with discrete random variables. A specific 
one is up next.

FIGURE 17-2: 
The standard 

normal 
 distribution: a 

probability 
density function.
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The Binomial Distribution
Imagine an experiment that has these five characteristics:

 » The experiment consists of N identical trials.

A trial could be the toss of a die or the toss of a coin.

 » Each trial results in one of two elementary outcomes.

It’s standard to call one outcome a success and the other a failure. For die-
tossing, a success might be a toss that comes up 3, in which case a failure is 
any other outcome.

 » The probability of a success remains the same from trial to trial.

Again, it’s pretty standard to use p to represent the probability of a success 
and to use 1–p (or q) to represent the probability of a failure.

 » The trials are independent.

 » The discrete random variable x is the number of successes in the N trials.

This type of experiment is called a binomial experiment. The probability distribu-
tion for x follows this rule:

pr x N
x n x

p px N x!
! !

1

On the extreme right, px(1–p)N–x is the probability of one combination of x suc-
cesses in N trials. The term to its immediate left is NCx, the number of possible 
combinations of x successes in N trials.

This is called the binomial distribution. You use it to find probabilities like the prob-
ability you’ll get four 3s in ten tosses of a die:

pr 4 10
4 6

1
6

5
6

054
4 6!

! !
.

The negative binomial distribution is closely related. In this distribution, the ran-
dom variable is the number of trials before the xth success. For example, you use 
the negative binomial to find the probability of five tosses that result in anything 
but a 3 before the fourth time you roll a 3.

For this to happen, in the eight tosses before the fourth 3, you have to get five 
non-3s and three successes (tosses when a 3 comes up). Then the next toss results 
in a 3. The probability of a combination of four successes and five failures is 
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p4(1–p)5. The number of ways you can have a combination of five failures and 
four-to-one successes is 5+4-1C4–1. So the probability is

pr 5 failures before the th success4
5 4 1
4 1 5

1
6

!
! !

4 55
6

017.

In general, the negative binomial distribution (sometimes called the Pascal 
 distribution) is

pr f x
f x

x f
p x failures before the th success

1
1

!
! !

11 p
f

The Binomial and Negative Binomial in R
R provides binom functions for the binomial distribution, and nbinom functions 
for the negative binomial distribution. For both distributions, I work with die-
tosses so that p (the probability of a success) = 1/6.

Binomial distribution
As is the case for other built-in distributions, R provides these functions for  
the binomial distribution: dbinom() (density function), pbinom() (cumulative 
distribution function), qbinom() (quantiles), and rbinom() (random number 
generation).

To show you a binomial distribution, I use dbinon() to plot the density function 
for the number of successes in ten tosses of a fair die. I begin by creating a vector 
for the number of successes:

successes <- seq(0,10)

and then a vector for the associated probabilities:

probability <- dbinom(successes,10,1/6)

The first argument, of course, is the vector of successes, the second is the number 
of trials, and the third (1/6) is the probability of a success with a fair six-sided die.

To plot this density function:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=successes,y=probability))+
  geom_bar(stat="identity",width=1,color="white")
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The NULL argument in ggplot() indicates that I haven’t created a data frame — 
I’m just using the successes and probability vectors. In geom_bar(), the stat= 
“identity” argument indicates that the values in the probability vector set the 
heights of the bars, width = 1 widens the bars a bit from the default width, and 
color = “white” adds clarity by putting a white border around each bar. The code 
creates Figure 17-3.

Next, I use pbinom() to show you the cumulative distribution for the number of 
successes in ten tosses of a fair die:

cumulative <-pbinom(successes,10,1/6)

And here’s the code for the plot:

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=successes,y=cumulative))+
  geom_step()

The second statement produces the stepwise function you see in Figure 17-4:

Each step represents the probability of getting x or fewer successes in ten tosses.

FIGURE 17-3: 
Binomial 

distribution  
of the number  
of successes in 

ten tosses  
of a fair die.
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The qbinom() function computes quantile information. For every fifth quantile 
from the 10th through the 95th in the binomial distribution with N = 10 and  
p = 1/6:

> qbinom(seq(.10,.95,.05),10,1/6)
 [1] 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4

To sample 5 random numbers from this binomial distribution

> rbinom(5, 10, 1/6)
[1] 4 3 3 0 2

Negative binomial distribution
For the negative binomial functions, dnbinom() provides the density function, 
pnbinom() gives you the cumulative distribution function, qnbinom() gives quan-
tile information, and rnbinom() produces random numbers.

The example I show you earlier involves the number of failures before the fourth 
success of a die-toss. That case was the probability of 5 failures before the fourth 
toss, and I use dnbinom() to calculate that probability:

> dnbinom(5,4,1/6)
[1] 0.01736508

FIGURE 17-4: 
Cumulative 
distribution  

of the number  
of successes  
in ten tosses  
of a fair die.
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The first argument to dnbinom() is the number of failures, the second is the num-
ber of successes, and the third is the probability of a success.

If I want to know the probability of five or fewer failures before the fourth 
success:

> pnbinom(5,4,1/6)
[1] 0.04802149

which is the same as

> sum(dnbinom(seq(0,5),4,1/6))
[1] 0.04802149

For every fifth quantile from the 10th through 95th of the number of failures 
before four successes (with p = 1/6):

> qnbinom(seq(.10,.95,.05),4,1/6)
 [1]  8  9 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 20 21 22 24 26 28 31 35 41

And to sample five random numbers from the negative binomial with 4 successes 
and p = 1/6:

> rnbinom(5, 4, 1/6)
[1] 10  5  4 23  7

Hypothesis Testing with the  
Binomial Distribution

Hypothesis tests sometimes involve the binomial distribution. Typically, you have 
some idea about the probability of a success, and you put that idea into a null 
hypothesis. Then you perform N trials and record the number of successes. Finally, 
you compute the probability of getting that many successes or a more extreme 
amount if your H0 is true. If the probability is low, reject H0.

When you test in this way, you’re using sample statistics to make an inference 
about a population parameter. Here, that parameter is the probability of a success 
in the population of trials. By convention, Greek letters represent parameters. 
Statisticians use π (pi), the Greek equivalent of p, to stand for the probability of a 
success in the population.
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Continuing with the die-tossing example, suppose you have a die and you want to 
test whether or not it’s fair. You suspect that if it’s not, it’s biased toward 3. Define 
a toss that results in 3 as a success. You toss it ten times. Five tosses are successes. 
Casting all this into hypothesis-testing terms:

H0: π ≤ 1/6

H1: π > 1/6

As I usually do, I set .05.

To test these hypotheses, you have to find the probability of getting at least  
four successes in ten tosses with p = 1/6. That probability is 
pr pr pr pr pr pr5 6 7 8 9 10 . If the total is less than .05,  
reject H0.

Once upon a time, that would have been a lot of calculating. With R, not so much. 
The function binom.test() does all the work:

binom.test(5,10,1/6, alternative="greater")

The first argument is the number of successes, the second is the number of tosses, 
the third is π, and the fourth is the alternative hypothesis. Running this function 
produces

> binom.test(5,10,1/6, alternative="greater")

Exact binomial test

data:  5 and 10
number of successes = 5, number of trials = 10,
p-value = 0.01546
alternative hypothesis: true probability of success is greater 

than 0.1666667
95 percent confidence interval:
 0.2224411 1.0000000
sample estimates:
probability of success
                   0.5

The p-value (0.01546) is much less than .05, and that tells me to reject the null 
hypothesis. Also, note the additional information about confidence intervals and 
the estimated probability of a success (the number of obtained successes divided 
by number of trials).
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If you’ve been following the discussion about the binomial distribution, you know 
that two other ways of calculating that p-value are

> sum(dbinom(seq(5,10),10,1/6))
[1] 0.01546197

and

> 1-pbinom(4,10,1/6)
[1] 0.01546197

Any way you slice it, the decision is to reject the null hypothesis.

More on Hypothesis Testing:  
R versus Tradition

When N 5 (Number of trials × the hypothesized probability of a success) and 
N 1 5 (number of trials × the hypothesized probability of a failure) are both 
greater than 5, the binomial distribution approximates the standard normal 
 distribution. In those cases, statistics textbooks typically tell you to use the statis-
tics of the normal distribution to answer questions about the binomial distribu-
tion. For the sake of tradition, let’s carry that through and then compare with 
binom.test().

Those statistics involve z-scores, which means that you have to know the mean 
and the standard deviation of the binomial. Fortunately, they’re easy to compute. 
If N is the number of trials and π is the probability of a success, the mean is

N

the variance is

2 1N

and the standard deviation is

N 1

When you test a hypothesis, you’re making an inference about π and you have to 
start with an estimate. You run N trials and get x successes. The estimate is

P x
N
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To create a z-score, you need one more piece of information — the standard error 
of P. This sounds harder than it is, because this standard error is just

P N
1

Now you’re ready for a hypothesis test.

Here’s an example. The CEO of FarKlempt Robotics, Inc., believes that 50 percent 
of FarKlempt robots are purchased for home use. A sample of 1,000 FarKlempt 
customers indicates that 550 of them use their robots at home. Is this significantly 
different from what the CEO believes? The hypotheses:

H0: π = .50

H1: π ≠ .50

I set .05

N 500, and N 1 500, so the normal approximation is appropriate.

First, calculate P:

P x
N

550
1000

55.

Now create a z-score

z P

N
1

55 50
50 1 50

1000

05
25

1000

3 162. .
. .

.
.

.

With .05, is 3.162 a large enough z-score to reject H0?

> pnorm(3.162,lower.tail = FALSE)*2
[1] 0.001566896

This is much less than .05, so the decision is to reject H0.

With a little thought, you can see why statisticians recommended this procedure 
back in the day. To compute the exact probability, you have to calculate the 
 probability of at least 550 successes in 1,000 trials. That would be 
pr pr pr550 551 1000 , so an approximation based on a well-known 
distribution was most welcome — particularly in statistics textbooks.
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But now

> binom.test(550,1000,.5,alternative="two.sided")

Exact binomial test

data:  550 and 1000
number of successes = 550, number of trials = 1000,
p-value = 0.001731
alternative hypothesis: true probability of success is not  

equal to 0.5
95 percent confidence interval:
 0.5185565 0.5811483
sample estimates:
probability of success
                  0.55

Voilà! The binom.test() function calculates the exact probability in the blink of 
an eye. As you can see, the exact probability (0.001731) differs slightly from the 
normally approximated p-value but the conclusion (reject H0) is the same.
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Discovering models

 » Modeling and fitting

 » Working with the Monte Carlo 
method

Introducing Modeling

A model is something you know and can work with that helps you under-
stand something you know little about. A model is supposed to mimic, in 
some way, the thing it’s modeling. A globe, for example, is a model of the 

earth. A street map is a model of a neighborhood. A blueprint is a model of a 
building.

Researchers use models to help them understand natural processes and 
phenomena. Business analysts use models to help them understand business 
processes. The models these people use might include concepts from mathematics 
and statistics  — concepts that are so well known they can shed light on the 
unknown. The idea is to create a model that consists of concepts you understand, 
put the model through its paces, and see if the results look like real-world results.

In this chapter, I discuss modeling. My goal is to show how you can harness R to 
help you understand processes in your world.

Modeling a Distribution
In one approach to modeling, you gather data and group them into a distribution. 
Next, you try to figure out a process that results in that kind of a distribution. 
Restate that process in statistical terms so that it can generate a distribution, and 

Chapter 18
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then see how well the generated distribution matches up with the real one. This 
“process you figure out and restate in statistical terms” is the model.

If the distribution you generate matches up well with the real data, does this mean 
your model is “right”? Does it mean that the process you guessed is the process 
that produces the data?

Unfortunately, no. The logic doesn’t work that way. You can show that a model is 
wrong, but you can’t prove that it’s right.

Plunging into the Poisson distribution
In this section, I walk you through an example of modeling with the Poisson dis-
tribution. I discuss this distribution in Appendix A, where I tell you it seems to 
characterize an array of processes in the real world. By “characterize a process,” I 
mean that a distribution of real-world data looks a lot like a Poisson distribution. 
When this happens, it’s possible that the kind of process that produces a Poisson 
distribution is also responsible for producing the data.

What is that process? Start with a random variable x that tracks the number of 
occurrences of a specific event in an interval. In Appendix A, the “interval” is a 
sample of 1,000 universal joints, and the specific event is “defective joint.” Pois-
son distributions are also appropriate for events occurring in intervals of time, 
and the event can be something like “arrival at a toll booth.”

Next, I outline the conditions for a Poisson process and use both defective joints and 
toll booth arrivals to illustrate:

 » The numbers of occurrences of the event in two non-overlapping intervals are 
independent.

The number of defective joints in one sample is independent of the number 
of defective joints in another. The number of arrivals at a toll booth during 
one hour is independent of the number of arrivals during another.

 » The probability of an occurrence of the event is proportional to the size of the 
interval.

The chance that you’ll find a defective joint is larger in a sample of 10,000 than 
it is in a sample of 1,000. The chance of an arrival at a toll booth is greater for 
one hour than it is for a half-hour.

 » The probability of more than one occurrence of the event in a small interval is 
0 or close to 0.
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In a sample of 1,000 universal joints, you have an extremely low probability of 
finding two defective ones right next to one another. At any time, two vehicles 
don’t arrive at a toll booth simultaneously.

As I show you in Appendix A, the formula for the Poisson distribution is

pr x
e
x

x

!

In this equation, μ represents the average number of occurrences of the event in 
the interval you’re looking at, and e is the constant 2.781828 (followed by infi-
nitely many more decimal places).

Modeling with the Poisson distribution
Time to use the Poisson in a model. At the FarBlonJet Corporation, web designers 
track the number of hits per hour on the intranet home page. They monitor the 
page for 200 consecutive hours and group the data, as listed in Table 18-1.

The first column shows the variable Hits per Hour. The second column, Observed 
Hours, shows the number of hours in which each value of hits per hour occurred. 
In the 200 hours observed, 10 of those hours went by with no hits, 30 hours had one 
hit, 44 had two hits, and so on. These data lead the web designers to use a Poisson 
distribution to model hits per hour. Here’s another way to say this: They believe 
that a Poisson process produces the number of hits per hour on the web page.

TABLE 18-1	 Hits Per Hour on the FarBlonJet Intranet Home Page
Hits per Hour Observed Hours Hits/Hour X Observed Hours

0 10 0

1 30 30

2 44 88

3 44 132

4 36 144

5 18 90

6 10 60

7 8 56

Total 200 600
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Multiplying the first column by the second column results in the third column. 
Summing the third column shows that in the 200 observed hours, the intranet 
page received 600 hits. So the average number of hits per hour is 3.00.

Applying the Poisson distribution to this example,

pr x
e
x

e
x

x x

! !
3 3

Figure 18-1 shows the density function for the Poisson distribution with 3.

The axis labels in the figure hint at how to create it.

Start with a vector of values for the x-axis.

x.values <- seq(0,7)

Then, work with the density function for the Poisson distribution (see 
Appendix A):

dpois(x.values,3)

FIGURE 18-1: 
The Poisson 

distribution with 
3.
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That’s the function to use for the aesthetic mapping of y in ggplot():

ggplot(NULL,aes(x=x.values,y=dpois(x.values,3)))+
  geom_bar(stat="identity",width=.5)+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=seq(0,7))

The second statement plots the bars. Its first argument (stat="identity") speci-
fies that the height of each bar is the corresponding density function value mapped 
to y. The indicated width (.5) in its second argument narrows the bars a bit from 
the default value (.9). The third statement puts 0–7 on the x-axis.

The purpose of a model is to predict. For this model, you want to use the Poisson 
distribution to predict the distribution of hits per hour. To do this, multiply each 
Poisson probability by 200 — the total number of hours:

Predicted <- dpois(x.values,3)*200

Here are the predictions:

> Predicted
[1]  9.957414 29.872241 44.808362 44.808362 33.606271  

20.163763 10.081881  4.320806

To work with the observed values (Column 2 in Table 18-1), create a vector:

Observed <- c(10,30,44,44,36,18,10,8)

You want to use ggplot to show how close the predicted hours are to the observed, 
so create a data frame. This involves three more vectors:

Category <-c(rep("Observed",8),rep("Predicted",8))
Hits.Hr <- c(x.values,x.values)
Hours <- c(Observed,Predicted)

And now you can create

FBJ.frame <-data.frame(Category,Hits.Hr,Hours)

which looks like this

> FBJ.frame
    Category Hits.Hr     Hours
1   Observed       0 10.000000
2   Observed       1 30.000000
3   Observed       2 44.000000
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4   Observed       3 44.000000
5   Observed       4 36.000000
6   Observed       5 18.000000
7   Observed       6 10.000000
8   Observed       7  8.000000
9  Predicted       0  9.957414
10 Predicted       1 29.872241
11 Predicted       2 44.808362
12 Predicted       3 44.808362
13 Predicted       4 33.606271
14 Predicted       5 20.163763
15 Predicted       6 10.081881
16 Predicted       7  4.320806

To plot it all out:

ggplot(FBJ.frame,aes(x=Hits.Hr,y=Hours,fill=Category))+
  geom_bar(stat="identity", position="dodge", color="black", 

width=.6)+
  scale_x_continuous(breaks=x.values)+
  scale_fill_grey()+
  theme_bw()

The first statement uses the data frame, with the indicated aesthetic mappings to 
x, y, and fill. The second statement plots the bars. The position= "dodge" 
argument puts the two categories of bars side-by-side, and color = "black" 
draws a black border around the bars (which won’t show up on the black-filled 
bars, of course). As before, the third statement puts the values in the x.values 
vector on the x-axis.

The fourth statement changes the fill-colors of the bars to colors that show up on 
the page you’re reading, and the final statement removes the default gray back-
ground. (That makes the bars easier to see.)

Figure  18-2 shows the plot. The observed and the predicted look pretty close, 
don’t they?

Testing the model’s fit
Well, “looking pretty close” isn’t enough for a statistician. A statistical test is a 
necessity. As is the case with all statistical tests, this one starts with a null hypoth-
esis and an alternative hypothesis. Here they are:
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H0: The distribution of observed hits per hour follows a Poisson distribution.

H1: Not H0

The appropriate statistical test involves an extension of the binomial distribution. 
It’s called the multinomial distribution — “multi” because it encompasses more 
categories than just “success” and “failure.” This is a difficult distribution to 
work with.

Fortunately, pioneering statistician Karl Pearson (inventor of the correlation 
coefficient) noticed that χ2 (“chi-square”), a distribution I show you in  Chapter 10, 
approximates the multinomial. Originally intended for one-sample hypothesis 
tests about variances, χ2 has become much better known for applications like the 
one I’m about to show you.

Pearson’s big idea was this: If you want to know how well a hypothesized distri-
bution (like the Poisson) fits a sample (like the observed hours), use the distribu-
tion to generate a hypothesized sample (your predicted hours, for instance), and 
work with this formula:

2 Observed Predicted
Predicted

2

FIGURE 18-2: 
FarBlonJet 

intranet home 
page hits per 

hour, observed 
and Poisson-

predicted ( 3).
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Usually, the formula is written with Expected rather than Predicted, and both 
Observed and Expected are abbreviated. The usual form of this formula is

2

2
O E

E

For this example,

2

2 2 2
10 9 9574

9 9574
30 29 8722

29 8722
8O E

E
.

.
.

.
...

44 3208
4 3208

2
.

.

what does that total up to? You can use R as a calculator to figure this out — I’ve 
already called the vector of predicted values Predicted, and I don’t feel like chang-
ing the name to Expected:

> chi.squared <- sum(((Observed-Predicted)^2)/Predicted)
> chi.squared
[1] 3.566111

Okay. Now what? Is 3.566111 high, or is it low?

To find out, you evaluate chi.squared against the χ2 distribution. The goal is to 
find the probability of getting a value at least as high as the calculated value, 
3.566111. The trick is to know how many degrees of freedom (df) you have. For a 
goodness-of-fit application like this one

df k m 1

where k = the number of categories and m = the number of parameters estimated 
from the data. The number of categories is 8 (0 Hits per Hour through 7 Hits per 
Hour). The number of parameters? I used the observed hours to estimate the 
parameter μ, so m in this example is 1. That means df = 8–1–1 = 6.

To find the probability of obtaining a value of chi.squared (3.566111) or more, I 
use pchisq() with 6 degrees of freedom:

> pchisq(chi.squared,6,lower.tail = FALSE)
[1] 0.7351542

The third argument, lower.tail = FALSE, indicates that I want the area to the 
right of 3.56111  in the distribution (because I’m looking for the probability of a 
value that extreme or higher). If α = .05, the returned probability (.7351542) tells 
me to not reject H0 — meaning you can’t reject the hypothesis that the observed 
data come from a Poisson distribution.

This is one of those infrequent times when it’s beneficial to not reject H0 — if you 
want to make the case that a Poisson process is producing the data. A low value of 
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χ2 indicates a close match between the data and the Poisson predictions. If the 
probability had been just a little greater than .05, not rejecting H0 would look sus-
picious. The high probability, however, makes it reasonable to not reject H0 — and 
to think that a Poisson process might account for the data.

A word about chisq.test()
R provides the function chisq.test(), which by its name suggests that you can 
use it instead of the calculation I show you in the preceding section. You can, but 
you have to be careful.

This function can take up to eight arguments, but I discuss only three:

chisq.test(Observed,p=dpois(x.values,3),rescale.p=TRUE)

The first argument is the vector of data — the observed values. The second is the 
vector of Poisson-predicted probabilities. I have to include p= because it’s not 
really the second argument in the list of arguments the function takes.

For the same reason, I include rescale.p= in the third argument, which tells the 
function to “rescale” the vector of probabilities. Why is that necessary? One 
requirement for this function is that the probabilities have to add up to 1.00, and 
these probabilities do not:

> sum(dpois(x.values,3))
[1] 0.9880955

“Rescaling” changes the values so that they do add up to 1.00.

When you run that function, this happens:

> chisq.test(Observed,p=dpois(x.values,3),rescale.p=TRUE)

   Chi-squared test for given probabilities

data:  Observed
X-squared = 3.4953, df = 7, p-value = 0.8357

Warning message:
In chisq.test(Observed, p = dpois(x.values, 3), rescale.p = 

TRUE) :
  Chi-squared approximation may be incorrect
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Let’s examine the output. In the line preceding the warning message, notice the 
use of X2 rather than χ2. This is because the calculated value approximates χ2, and 
the shape and appearance of X approximate the shape and appearance of χ. The 
X-squared value is pretty close to the value I calculated earlier, but it’s off because 
of the rescaled probabilities.

But another problem lurks. Note that df equals 7 rather than the correct value, 6, 
and thus the test against the wrong member of the χ2 family. Why the discrep-
ancy? Because chisq.test() doesn’t know how you arrived at the probabilities. It 
has no idea that you had to use the data to estimate one parameter (μ), and thus 
lose a degree of freedom. So in addition to the warning message about the chi-
squared approximation, you have to also be aware that the degrees of freedom 
aren’t correct for this type of example.

When would you use chisq.test()? Here’s a quick example: You toss a coin 100 
times and it comes up Heads 65 times. The null hypothesis is that the coin is fair. 
Your decision?

> chisq.test(c(65,35), p=c(.5,.5))

   Chi-squared test for given probabilities

data:  c(65, 35)
X-squared = 9, df = 1, p-value = 0.0027

The low p-value tells you to reject the null hypothesis.

In Chapter 20 I show you another application of chisq.test().

Playing ball with a model
Baseball is a game that generates huge amounts of statistics — and many people 
study these statistics closely. The Society for American Baseball Research (SABR) 
has sprung from the efforts of a band of dedicated fan-statisticians (fantasti-
cians?) who delve into the statistical nooks and crannies of the Great American 
Pastime. They call their work sabermetrics. (I made up “fantasticians.” They call 
themselves “sabermetricians.”)

The reason I mention this is that sabermetrics supplies a nice example of model-
ing. It’s based on the obvious idea that during a game, a baseball team’s objective 
is to score runs and to keep its opponent from scoring runs. The better a team does 
at both tasks, the more games it wins. Bill James, who gave sabermetrics its name 
and is its leading exponent, discovered a neat relationship between the number of 
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runs a team scores, the number of runs the team allows, and its winning percent-
age. He calls it the Pythagorean percentage:

Pythagorean Percentage
Runs Scored

Runs Scored Runs A

2

2
lllowed

2

The squares in the expression reminded James of the Pythagorean theorem, hence 
the name “Pythagorean percentage.” Think of it as a model for predicting games 
won. (This is James’ original formula, and I use it throughout. Over the years, 
sabermetricians have found that 1.83 is more accurate than 2.)

Calculate this percentage and multiply it by the number of games a team plays. 
Then compare the answer to the team’s wins. How well does the model predict the 
number of games each team won during the 2016 season?

To find out, I found all the relevant data (number of games won and lost, runs 
scored, and runs allowed) for every National League (NL) team in 2016. (Thank 
you, www.baseball-reference.com.) I put the data into a data frame called 
NL2016.

> NL2016
   Team Won Lost Runs.scored Runs.allowed
1   ARI  69   93         752          890
2   ATL  68   93         649          779
3   CHC 103   58         808          556
4   CIN  68   94         716          854
5   COL  75   87         845          860
6   LAD  91   71         725          638
7   MIA  79   82         655          682
8   MIL  73   89         671          733
9   NYM  87   75         671          617
10  PHI  71   91         610          796
11  PIT  78   83         729          758
12  SDP  68   94         686          770
13  SFG  87   75         715          631
14  STL  86   76         779          712
15  WSN  95   67         763          612

The three-letter abbreviations in the Team column alphabetically order the NL 
teams from ARI (Arizona Diamondbacks) to WSN (Washington Nationals). (I 
strongly feel that a much higher number to the immediate right of NYM would 
make the world a better place, but that’s just me.)

http://www.baseball-reference.com
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The next step is to find the Pythagorean percentage for each team:

pythag <- with(NL2016,
Runs.scored^2/(Runs.scored^2 + Runs.allowed^2))

I use with(), to avoid having to type expressions like NL2016$Runs.scored^2.

Then, I find the predicted numbers of wins:

Predicted.wins <- with(NL2016, pythag*(Won + Lost))

The expression Won + Lost, of course, gives the number of games each team 
played. Don’t they all play the same number of games? Nope. Sometimes a game 
is rained out and then not rescheduled if the outcome wouldn’t affect the final 
standings.

All that remains is to find χ2 and test it against a chi-squared distribution:

> chi.squared <- with(NL2016,
sum((Won-Predicted.wins)^2/Predicted.wins))

> chi.squared
[1] 3.402195

I didn’t use the Won data in Column 2 to estimate any parameters, like a mean or 
a variance, and then apply those parameters to calculate predicted wins. Instead, 
the predictions came from other data — the Runs Scored and the Runs Allowed. 
For this reason, df = k–m–1= 15–0–1 = 14. The test is

> pchisq(chi.squared,14,lower.tail=FALSE)
[1] 0.9981182

As in the previous example, lower.tail=FALSE indicates that I want the area to 
the right of 3.40215 in the distribution (because I’m looking for the probability of 
a value that extreme or higher).

The very high p-value tells you that with 14 degrees of freedom, you have a huge 
chance of finding a value of χ2 at least as high as the X2 you’d calculate from these 
observed values and these predicted values. Another way to say this: The calcu-
lated value of X2 is very low, meaning that the predicted wins are close to the 
actual wins. Bottom line: The model fits the data extremely well.

If you’re a baseball fan (as I am), it’s fun to match up Won with Predicted.wins 
for each team. This gives you an idea of which teams overperformed and which 
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ones underperformed given how many runs they scored and how many they 
allowed. These two expressions

NL2016["Predicted"]<-round(Predicted.wins)
NL2016["W-P"] <- NL2016["Won"]-NL2016["Predicted"]

create a column for Predicted and a column for W-P (Won-Predicted), respec-
tively, in the data frame. These are the sixth and seventh columns.

This expression

NL2016 <-NL2016[,c(1,2,6,7,3,4,5)]

puts the sixth and seventh columns next to Won, for easy comparison. (Don’t for-
get that first comma in the bracketed expression on the right.)

The data frame is now

> NL2016
   Team Won Predicted W-P Lost Runs.scored Runs.allowed
1   ARI  69        67   2   93         752          890
2   ATL  68        66   2   93         649          779
3   CHC 103       109  -6   58         808          556
4   CIN  68        67   1   94         716          854
5   COL  75        80  -5   87         845          860
6   LAD  91        91   0   71         725          638
7   MIA  79        77   2   82         655          682
8   MIL  73        74  -1   89         671          733
9   NYM  87        88  -1   75         671          617
10  PHI  71        60  11   91         610          796
11  PIT  78        77   1   83         729          758
12  SDP  68        72  -4   94         686          770
13  SFG  87        91  -4   75         715          631
14  STL  86        88  -2   76         779          712
15  WSN  95        99  -4   67         763          612

The W-P column shows that PHI (the Philadelphia Phillies) outperformed their 
prediction by 11 games  — and that was the biggest overperformance in the 
National League in 2016.

Who was the biggest underperformer? Interestingly enough, that would be CHC 
(the Chicago Cubs — six games worse than their prediction). If you followed the 
2016 postseason, however, you know they more than made up for this. . . .
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A Simulating Discussion
Another approach to modeling is to simulate a process. The idea is to define as 
much as you can about what a process does and then somehow use numbers to 
represent that process and carry it out. It’s a great way to find out what a process 
does in case other methods of analysis are very complex.

Taking a chance: The Monte Carlo method
Many processes contain an element of randomness. You just can’t predict the 
outcome with certainty. To simulate this type of process, you have to have some 
way of simulating the randomness. Simulation methods that incorporate ran-
domness are called Monte Carlo simulations. The name comes from the city in 
Monaco whose main attraction is gambling casinos.

In the next few sections, I show you a couple of examples. These examples aren’t 
so complex that you can’t analyze them. I use them for just that reason: You can 
check the results against analysis.

Loading the dice
In Chapter 17, I talk about a die (one member of a pair of dice) that’s biased to 
come up according to the numbers on its faces: A 6 is six times as likely as a 1, a 5 
is five times as likely, and so on. On any toss, the probability of getting a number 
n is n/21.

Suppose you have a pair of dice loaded this way. What would the outcomes of 
2,000 tosses of these dice look like? What would be the average of those 2,000 
tosses? What would be the variance and the standard deviation? You can use R to 
set up Monte Carlo simulations and answer these questions.

I begin by writing an R function to calculate the probability of each possible out-
come. Before I develop the function, I’ll trace the reasoning for you. For each 
outcome (2–12), I have to have all the ways of producing the outcome. For exam-
ple, to roll a 4, I can have a 1 on the first die and a 3 on the second, 2 on the first 
die and 2 on the second, or 3 on the first and 1 on the second. The probability (I 
call it loaded.pr) of a 4, then, is

loaded pr. ( )4 1
21

3
21

2
21

2
21

3
21

1
21

1 3 2 2 3 1

21
022675742 .
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Rather than enumerate all possibilities for each outcome and then calculate the 
probability, I create a function called loaded.pr() to do the work. I want it to 
work like this:

> loaded.pr(4)
[1] 0.02267574

First, I set up the function:

loaded.pr <-function(x){

Next, I want to stop the whole thing and print a warning if x is less than 2 or 
greater than 12:

if(x <2 | x >12) warning("x must be between 2 and 12, 
inclusive")

Then I set a variable called first that tracks the value of the first die, depending 
on the value of x. If x is less than 7, I set first to 1. If x is 7 or more, I set first 
to 6 (the maximum value of a die-toss):

if(x < 7) first=1
    else first=6

The variable second (the value of the second die), of course, is x-first:

second = x-first

I’ll want to keep track of the sum for the numerator (as in the equation I just 
showed you), so I start the value at zero:

sum = 0

Now comes the business end: a for loop that does the calculating given the values 
of first (the toss of the first die) and second (the toss of the second die):

for(first in first:second){
    second = x-first
    sum = sum + (first*second)
  }

Because of the preceding if statement, if x is less than 7, first increases from 1 
to x–1 with each iteration of the for loop (and second decreases). If x is 7 or 
greater, first decreases from 6 to x–6 with each iteration (and second increases).
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Finally, when the loop is finished, the function returns the sum divided by 212:

}
  return(sum/21^2)
}

Here it is all together:

loaded.pr <- function(x){
  if(x < 2 | x > 12) warning("x must be between 2 and 12, 

inclusive")
  if(x < 7) first=1
    else first=6
  second = x-first
  sum = 0
  for(first in first:second){
    second = x-first
    sum=sum + (first*second)
  }
  return(sum/21^2)
}

To set up the probability distribution, I create a vector for the outcomes

outcome <- seq(2,12)

and use a for loop to create a vector pr.outcome to hold the corresponding 
probabilities:

pr.outcome <- NULL
for(x in outcome){pr.outcome <- c(pr.outcome,loaded.pr(x))}

In each iteration of the loop, the curly-bracketed statement on the right appends 
a calculated probability to the vector.

Here are the probabilities rounded to three decimal places so that they look good 
on the page:

> round(pr.outcome,3)
 [1] 0.002 0.009 0.023 0.045 0.079 0.127 0.159 0.172 0.166  

0.136 0.082
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And now I’m ready to randomly sample 2,000 times from this discrete probability 
distribution — the equivalent of 2,000 tosses of a pair of loaded dice.

Randomization functions in R are really “pseudorandom.” They start from a 
“seed” number and work from there. If you set the seed, you can determine the 
course of the randomization; if you don’t set it, the randomization takes off on its 
own each time you run it.

So I start by setting a seed:

set.seed(123)

This isn’t necessary, but if you want to reproduce my results, start with that func-
tion and that seed number. If you don’t, your results won’t look exactly like mine 
(which is not necessarily a bad thing).

For the random sampling, I use the sample() function and assign the results to 
results:

results <- sample(outcome,size = 2000,replace = TRUE,  
prob=pr.outcome)

The first argument, of course, is the set of values for the variable (the possible 
dice-tosses), the second is the number of samples, the third specifies sampling 
with replacement, and the fourth is the vector of probabilities I just calculated.

To reproduce the exact results, remember to set that seed before every time you 
use sample().

Here’s a quick look at the distribution of the results:

> table(results)
results
  2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12
  3  28  39  79 154 246 335 356 311 284 165

The first row is the possible outcomes, and the second is the frequencies of the 
outcomes. So 39 of the 2,000 tosses resulted in 4, and 165 of them came up 12. 
I leave it as an exercise for you to graph these results.
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What about the statistics for these simulated tosses?

> mean(results)
[1] 8.6925
> var(results)
[1] 4.423155
> sd(results)
[1] 2.10313

How do these values match up with the parameters of the random variable? This 
is what I meant earlier by “checking against analysis.” In Chapter 17, I show how 
to calculate the expected value (the mean), the variance, and the standard devia-
tion for a discrete random variable.

The expected value is

E x x pr x

I can calculate that easily enough in R:

> E.outcome = sum(outcome*pr.outcome)
> E.outcome
[1] 8.666667

The variance is

V x x pr x E x2 2

In R, that’s

> Var.outcome <- sum(outcome^2*pr.outcome)-E.outcome^2
> Var.outcome
[1] 4.444444

The standard deviation is, of course

> sd.outcome <- sqrt(Var.outcome)
> sd.outcome
[1] 2.108185

Table 18-2 shows that the results from the simulation match up closely with the 
parameters of the random variable. You might try repeating the simulation with a 
lot more simulated tosses — 10,000, perhaps. Will increased tosses pull the simu-
lation statistics closer to the distribution parameters?
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Simulating the central limit theorem
This might surprise you, but statisticians often use simulations to make determi-
nations about some of their statistics. They do this when mathematical analysis 
becomes very difficult.

For example, some statistical tests depend on normally distributed populations. If 
the populations aren’t normal, what happens to those tests? Do they still do what 
they’re supposed to? To answer that question, statisticians might create non-
normally distributed populations of numbers, simulate experiments with them, 
and apply the statistical tests to the simulated results.

In this section, I use simulation to examine an important statistical item: the cen-
tral limit theorem. In Chapter 9, I introduce this theorem in connection with the 
sampling distribution of the mean. In fact, I simulate sampling from a population 
with only three possible values to show you that even with a small sample size, 
the sampling distribution starts to look normally distributed.

Here, I set up a normally distributed population and draw 10,000 samples of 
25 scores each. I calculate the mean of each sample and then set up a distribution 
of those 10,000 means. The idea is to see how that distribution’s statistics match 
up with the central limit theorem’s predictions.

The population for this example has the parameters of the population of scores on 
the IQ test, a distribution I use for examples in several chapters. It’s a normal 
distribution with 100 and 15. According to the central limit theorem, the 
mean of the distribution of means (the sampling distribution of the mean) should 
be 100, and the standard deviation (the standard error of the mean) should be 3 — 
the population standard deviation (15) divided by the square root of the sample 
size (5). The central limit theorem also predicts that the sampling distribution of 
the mean is normally distributed.

TABLE 18-2	 Statistics from the Loaded-Dice-Tossing Simulation and  
the Parameters of the Discrete Distribution

Simulation Statistic Distribution Parameter

Mean 8.6925 8.666667

Variance 4.423155 4.444444

Standard Deviation 2.10313 2.108185
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The rnorm() function does the sampling. For one sample of 25 numbers from a 
normally distributed population with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, 
the function is

rnorm(25,100,15)

and if I want the sample mean, it’s

mean(rnorm(25,100,15))

I’ll put that function inside a for loop that repeats 10,000 times and appends each 
newly calculated sample mean to a vector called sampling.distribution, which 
I initialize:

sampling.distribution <- NULL

The for loop is

for(sample.count in 1:10000){
  set.seed(sample.count)
  sample.mean <- mean(rnorm(25,100,15))
  sampling.distribution <- c(sampling.distribution,sample.mean)
}

Again, the set.seed() statement is necessary only if you want to reproduce my 
results.

How about the statistics of the sampling distribution?

> mean(sampling.distribution)
[1] 100.029
> sd(sampling.distribution)
[1] 3.005007

Pretty close to the predicted values!

Be sure to reset sampling.distribution to NULL before each time you run the for 
loop.

What does the sampling distribution look like? To keep things looking clean, 
I round off the sample means in sampling.distribution and then create a table:

table(round(sampling.distribution))
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I’d show you the table, but the numbers get all scrambled up on the page. Instead, 
I’ll go ahead and use ggplot() to graph the sampling distribution.

First, I create a data frame

sampling.frame <- data.frame(table(round(sampling.
distribution)))

and specify its column names:

colnames(sampling.frame) <- c("Sample.Mean","Frequency")

Now for the plot:

ggplot(sampling.frame,aes(x=Sample.Mean,y=Frequency))+
  geom_bar(stat="identity")

The result is shown in Figure 18-3, a plot that closely approximates the shape and 
symmetry of a normal distribution.

FIGURE 18-3: 
Sampling 

distribution of the 
mean (N 25) 

based on 10,000 
samples from a 

normal distribu-
tion with 100 

and 15.
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Learn similarities and differences between R and Excel
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Explore online resources for learning R
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Defining a vector and naming a range

 » Operating on vectors and ranges

 » Importing a table from Excel into R

Ten Tips for Excel 
Emigrés

Excel, the most widely used spreadsheet program, has an impressive array of 
statistical analysis tools. Although some have characterized Excel as the 
Rodney Dangerfield of analysis software (“don’t get no respect!”), a lot of 

people use Excel’s analysis tools. (And believe me, no one is happier about that 
than I am!)

If you’re one of those people and you need a bit of help transitioning to R, this 
chapter is for you. I point out similarities and differences that might help you 
make the leap.

Defining a Vector in R Is Like Naming 
a Range in Excel

Here’s a standard, everyday garden-variety vector in R:

x <- c(15,16,17,18,19,20)

Chapter 19
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If you’re used to naming arrays in Excel, you’ve already done something like this. 
Figure 19-1 shows a spreadsheet with these numbers in cells F2 through F7 and 
headed by x in F1. The figure also shows the New Name dialog box that opens 
when I highlight that range, right-click, and select Define Name from the menu 
that pops up. Clicking OK defines x as the name of that range, just as the R state-
ment creates the vector x.

What? You don’t name ranges in Excel? Don’t make me shamelessly plug that 
other book again. . . . I mean it!

Operating on Vectors Is Like Operating 
on Named Ranges

I can multiply the vector x by a constant:

> 5*x
[1]  75  80  85  90  95 100

FIGURE 19-1: 
A range in Excel, 

about to be 
named x.
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Back to the spreadsheet with the named range x. I select a range of cells with the 
same length as x — say, G2 through G —, and type

= 5*x

in G2. Figure 19-2 shows this.

Pressing the key-combination Ctrl+Shift+Enter puts the results in G2 through G7, 
as Figure 19-3 shows. That key combination is for an array function in Excel — a 
function that returns answers in an array of cells rather than in a single cell.

Of course, another way to do the multiplication is to type =5*x into G2, press 
Enter, and then autofill to G7.

The similarities abound. In R,

> sum(x)
[1] 105

adds up the numbers in x, as does =SUM(x) typed into a selected cell.

FIGURE 19-2: 
Multiplying  
the named  

range x by 5.
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To sum the squares of the numbers in x:

> sum(x^2)
[1] 1855

In the spreadsheet, select a cell and type =SUMSQ(x).

If I have another vector y

y <- c(42,37,28,44,51,49)

then

> x*y
[1] 630 592 476 792 969 980

On the spreadsheet, I can have another named range called y in cells G2 through 
G7, as in Figure 19-4.

Selecting a range like H2 through H7, typing =x*y, and pressing Ctrl+Shift+Enter 
puts the answers in the selected array, as Figure 19-5 shows.

FIGURE 19-3: 
The results of the 

multiplication 
come back in 

an array.
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FIGURE 19-4: 
A spreadsheet 

with two named 
arrays, x and y.

FIGURE 19-5: 
The result of 

multiplying two 
named arrays.
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Sometimes Statistical Functions  
Work the Same Way . . .

To find the correlation between the vectors x and y in R:

> cor(x,y)
[1] 0.5900947

For the named ranges x and y in the spreadsheet, select a cell and enter

=CORREL(x,y)

The answer appears in the selected cell.

. . . And Sometimes They Don’t
If x and y represent data from two groups, a t-test is appropriate for testing the 
difference between the means. (See Chapter 11.)

If I carry out that test in R:

> t.test(x,y,alternative="two.sided",var.equal=FALSE)

          Welch Two Sample t-test

data:  x and y
t = -6.9071, df = 5.492, p-value = 0.000663
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
 -33.15068 -15.51598
sample estimates:
mean of x mean of y
 17.50000  41.83333

The third argument to t.test specifies a two-tailed test, and the fourth indicates 
that the two variances are not equal. (Those values for the last two arguments are 
the default conditions, so it’s not necessary to state them.) As you can see, R’s 
t.test() function gives you a full report.
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Not so in Excel. Select a cell and enter

=T.TEST(x,y,2,3)

The third argument, 2, means this is a two-tailed test. The fourth argument, 3, 
specifies unequal variances. Press Enter and all you get is the p-value.

Contrast: Excel and R Work with  
Different Data Formats

Throughout the book, I differentiate between wide format

> wide.format
   x  y
1 15 42
2 16 37
3 17 28
4 18 44
5 19 51
6 20 49

and long format

> long.format
   Group Score
1      x    15
2      x    16
3      x    17
4      x    18
5      x    19
6      x    20
7      y    42
8      y    37
9      y    28
10     y    44
11     y    51
12     y    49

Excel works with wide format.
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If you worked with Excel 2011 for the Mac (or earlier Mac versions), you might 
have installed StatPlus:mac LE, a third party add-in that provides numerous 
statistical analysis tools for the Mac version of Excel. StatPlus works with long-
format data.

R, for the most part, uses long format. For example, the t.test() function I just 
showed you can also work like this:

> t.test(Score ~ Group, alternative="two.sided", var.
equal=FALSE, data=long.format)

          Welch Two Sample t-test

data:  Score by Group
t = -6.9071, df = 5.492, p-value = 0.000663
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
 -33.15068 -15.51598
sample estimates:
mean in group x mean in group y
       17.50000        41.83333

Notice that the output is the same except for data: Score by Group rather than 
data: x and y as in the earlier example. The next-to-last line is also slightly 
different.

Distribution Functions Are  
(Somewhat) Similar

Both Excel and R have built-in functions that work with distribution families (like 
the normal and the binomial). Because R is specialized for statistical work, it has 
functions for more distribution families than Excel does.

I’ll show you how both work with the normal family, and you’ll see the 
similarities.

In a normal distribution with mean = 100 and standard deviation = 15, if I want to 
find the density associated with 110 in Excel, that’s
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=NORM.DIST(110,100,15,FALSE)

The fourth argument, FALSE, indicates the density function.

In R, you’d use

> dnorm(110,100,15)
[1] 0.02129653

For the cumulative probability of 110 in that distribution

=NORM.DIST(110,100,15,TRUE)

Here, TRUE indicates the cumulative distribution function.

The R version is

> pnorm(110,100,15)
[1] 0.7475075

To find the score at the 25th percentile in Excel, I use the NORM.INV function:

=NORM.INV(0.25,100,15)

And in R:

> qnorm(.25,100,15)
[1] 89.88265

One difference: R has a function for generating random numbers from this 
distribution:

> rnorm(5,100,15)
[1] 85.06302 84.40067 99.73030 98.01737 61.75986

To do this in Excel, you have to use the Random Number Generation tool in an 
add-in called the Data Analysis ToolPak.
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A Data Frame Is (Something) Like a 
Multicolumn Named Range

For this section and the next, I use a spreadsheet that holds a multicolumn array 
corresponding to the NL2016 data frame in Chapter 20. Here’s the data frame:

> NL2016
   Team Won Lost Runs.scored Runs.allowed
1   ARI  69   93         752          890
2   ATL  68   93         649          779
3   CHC 103   58         808          556
4   CIN  68   94         716          854
5   COL  75   87         845          860
6   LAD  91   71         725          638
7   MIA  79   82         655          682
8   MIL  73   89         671          733
9   NYM  87   75         671          617
10  PHI  71   91         610          796
11  PIT  78   83         729          758
12  SDP  68   94         686          770
13  SFG  87   75         715          631
14  STL  86   76         779          712
15  WSN  95   67         763          612

Figure  19-6 shows the spreadsheet. I’ve defined NL_2016 as the name for the 
entire table (cells A2 through E16).

In R, I can find the average of Runs.scored this way

> mean(NL2016[,4])
[1] 718.2667

Runs.scored is in column 4, and the comma in the square brackets specifies all 
the rows in that column.

On the spreadsheet, I select a cell and enter

=AVERAGE(INDEX(NL_2016,,4))

The two commas in the parentheses specifies all the rows in column 4.

I know, I know. You can do that in several other ways in both R and Excel. I’m just 
trying to show you the commonalities.
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The “several other ways” make things fall apart. For example, Excel has nothing 
analogous to

> mean(NL2016$Runs.scored)
[1] 718.2667

The sapply() Function Is Like Dragging
To find all the column means in NL_2016 in Excel, I can select cell B17 at the bot-
tom of the second column and enter

=AVERAGE(B2:B16)

and then drag through the third, fourth, and fifth columns. Figure 19-7 shows the 
results of dragging.

To calculate those column means in R:

> sapply(NL2016[,2:5],mean)
         Won         Lost  Runs.scored Runs.allowed
    79.86667     81.86667    718.26667    725.86667

FIGURE 19-6: 
The NL2016 data 

frame in a 
spreadsheet. Its 

Excel name is 
NL_2016.
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Using edit() Is (Almost) Like  
Editing a Spreadsheet

In Chapter  2, I mention that edit() opens a spreadsheet-like (“spreadshee-
tesque”?) view of a data frame. This seems like a good place to bring that up again, 
particularly if you’re used to spreadsheets and you’re finding it hard to make 
changes to data frames in R.

To change a data frame, I assign it another name and open it with edit():

> NL2016.changed <- edit(NL2016)

This opens up the Data Editor window in Figure 19-8.

Now I can make changes. For example, to indulge my wishful thinking, I change 
NYM’s Won from 87 to 107, and Lost from 75 to 55. To do that, I double-click the 
appropriate cells, make the changes, and choose File ➪   Close from the main menu.

FIGURE 19-7: 
Averaging across 

columns by 
dragging from the 

first column.
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When I open the ninth row of the newly named data frame, I see data that is emi-
nently more palatable, although regrettably unrealistic:

> NL2016.changed[9,]
  Team Won Lost Runs.scored Runs.allowed
9  NYM 107   55         671          617

Use the Clipboard to Import a  
Table from Excel into R

So you want to use R to analyze your data, but your data resides mostly in spread-
sheets. What do you do?

In Chapter 2, I describe the xlsx package. This package provides read.xlsx(), 
which enables you to read a spreadsheet into R. To use this function, you have to 
know which directory the spreadsheet is in and which page of the spreadsheet you 
want to import.

But here’s the easiest way to import an Excel table into an R data frame: Copy the 
table (onto the clipboard) and then use

read.table(“clipboard”, header = TRUE)

FIGURE 19-8: 
R’s Data Editor 

window.
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The second argument specifies that the first row of the table contains column 
headers.

For this technique to work, you have to have no spaces in the names in your col-
umn headers.

Suppose I want to bring the table in Figure 19-4 into R. I select cells F1 through G7 
and press Ctrl+C to copy the selected cells to the clipboard.

Then in R:

> clip.frame <-read.table("clipboard", header = TRUE)
> clip.frame
   x  y
1 15 42
2 16 37
3 17 28
4 18 44
5 19 51
6 20 49

and you have yourself a data frame.

How can you be sure it’s a data frame? The function is.data.frame() returns 
TRUE if its argument is a data frame; FALSE, if not:

> is.data.frame(clip.frame)
[1] TRUE
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IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Finding websites for R users

 » Learning from online documents

Ten Valuable Online 
R Resources

One reason for the rapid rise of R is the supportive R community. It seems 
that as soon as someone becomes proficient in R, they immediately want 
to share their knowledge with others — and the web is the place to do it. 

This chapter points you to some of the helpful web-based resources the R com-
munity has created.

Websites for R Users
As you work with R, you might run into a situation or two that requires some 
expert help. The websites in this section can provide the assistance you need.

R-bloggers
As I write this, the R-bloggers website comprises the efforts of 750 R bloggers. By 
the time you visit www.r-bloggers.com/, this number will surely be larger.

Chapter 20

https://www.r-bloggers.com/
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Statistics Ph.D. candidate Tal Galili runs the show. As he says, his objective is to 
empower R bloggers to empower R users. In addition to the blogs, you’ll find links 
to courses, conferences, and job opportunities.

Microsoft R Application Network
Once upon a time, a terrific site called Inside-R provided a variety of resources for 
R users. Recently, Microsoft acquired Inside-R’s parent company Revolution 
Analytics.

One result of this acquisition is the Microsoft R Application Network, (MRAN) 
which is where you’ll find all the blogs and links that used to reside on Inside-R.

To visit the MRAN, point your browser to https://mran.microsoft.com/.

Another result of the acquisition is Microsoft R Open, which Microsoft bills as an 
“enhanced” distribution of R. You can download Microsoft R Open from the MRAN 
website.

Quick-R
Wesleyan University professor Rob Kabacoff created this website to introduce 
you  to R and its application to statistical concepts, both introductory and 
advanced. You’ll find the extremely well-written content (and neat graphics!) at 
www.statmethods.net/.

RStudio Online Learning
The great folks behind RStudio have created an online learning page that links to 
tutorials and examples to help you master R and related tools — and you get to 
learn the basics of data science as well. The URL is www.rstudio.com/
online-learning/.

Stack Overflow
Not limited to R, Stack Overflow is a multimillion-member community of pro-
grammers dedicated to helping each other. You can search their Q&A base for help 
with a problem, or you can ask a question. To ask a question, however, you have 
to be a member (it’s free) and log in.

The site also provides links to jobs, documentation, and more. Unsurprisingly, the 
website is at http://stackoverflow.com/.

https://mran.microsoft.com/
http://www.statmethods.net/
https://www.rstudio.com/online-learning/
https://www.rstudio.com/online-learning/
http://stackoverflow.com/
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Online Books and Documentation
The web has a wealth of books and documents that will help get you up to speed 
when it comes to R. One way to link to them is to click the Home button of the Help 
tab in RStudio.

Here are a few more resources.

R manuals
If you want to go directly to the source, visit the R manuals page at https://
cran.r-project.org/manuals.html.

That’s where you’ll find links to the R Language Definition and other 
documentation.

R documentation
For links to even more R documentation, try https://www.r-project.org/
other-docs.html.

RDocumentation
Wait. Didn’t I just use this title? Yes, well . . . the Canadian Football League once 
had a team named the Rough Riders and another named the Roughriders. It’s 
something like that.

The RDocumentation page at www.rdocumentation.org/ is quite a bit different 
from the web page in the previous section. This one doesn’t link to manuals and 
other documents. Instead, this website enables you to search for R packages and 
functions that suit your needs.

How many packages are available? Over 12,000!

YOU CANanalytics
The brainchild of Roopham Upadhyay, the YOU CANanalytics website provides a 
number of helpful blogs and case studies, and could have gone into the first main 
section.

https://cran.r-project.org/manuals.html
https://cran.r-project.org/manuals.html
https://www.r-project.org/other-docs.html
https://www.r-project.org/other-docs.html
https://www.rdocumentation.org/
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Why is it in this one? Because this page

http://ucanalytics.com/blogs/learn-r-12-books-and-online-resources/

enables you to download classic R books in PDF format. Some of the titles are at 
the introductory level, some are advanced, and all of them are free!

A book in PDF format is a very long document. If you’re reading it on a tablet, it’s 
user-friendlier to turn the PDF file into an e-book. To do this, upload your PDF 
document into an e-reader like Google Playbooks, and voilà  — your PDF file 
becomes an e-book.

The R Journal
I saved this one for last, because it’s at an advanced level. Like academic publica-
tions, The R Journal is refereed — experts in the field decide whether a submitted 
article is worthy of publication.

Take a look at the articles at https://journal.r-project.org/ and you’ll see 
what’s in store for you when you become one of those experts!

http://ucanalytics.com/blogs/learn-r-12-books-and-online-resources/
https://journal.r-project.org/
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Index
A
a posteriori tests, 243–244
a priori tests, 240–242
a==b (double equal-sign), 38
abs() function, 186, 211
Adjusted R-squared, 328
aes() function, 72, 82
alpha, 180, 285
alternative hypothesis, 14–15, 180
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), 305–312
analysis of variance (ANOVA)

about, 44, 236
mixed, 264–269
multivariate (MANOVA), 270–276
in R, 237–244
regression and, 301–305
two-factor/two-way, 257–263

ANCOVA (analysis of covariance), 305–312
annotate() function, 204, 229, 230
ANOVA (analysis of variance)

about, 44, 236
mixed, 264–269
multivariate (MANOVA), 270–276
in R, 237–244
regression and, 301–305
two-factor/two-way, 257–263

anova() function, 308, 310, 357
aov() function, 44, 238, 302
arguments, 26
arithmetic mean, 97
arrange() function, C17
array function, 409
arrow() function, 229
as.character() function, C12
assignment operator, 23
asymptotic curve, 146
attach() function, 95
attributes, 143

B
bar graphs, 53–54, 217–219
bar plots, 60–62, 64–67
barplot() function, 60–61
base, 338
base R graphics

about, 57
adding graph features, 59–60
bar plots, 60–62, 64–67
box plots, 71
dot charts, 62–63
histograms, 57–59
pie graphs, 62
scatter plots, 67–71

bell curve
about, 143–144
probability density (f(x)), 144–145
x, 144–145

beta, 180, 285, A1–A4
bimodal, 101
binom functions, 375
binomial distribution, 374–377
binom.test() function, 379, 380–382
box plots, 56–57, 71, 86–88, 216–217
box-and-whiskers plot, 57
boxplot() function, 71
breaks argument, 59, 137, 149

C
c() function, 26, 30
cards() function, C17
cast() function, 80
cat() function, 138, 186, 211
categorical variables, 34
cbind() function, 272
CDF (cumulative density function)

about, 147, 152–153
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CDF (cumulative density function) (continued)

plotting, 153–154, 156
plotting with quartiles, 156

cen.mom() function, 131
central limit theorem

about, 165–172
applying, 207–208
predictions of, 171–172
simulating, 167–171, 401–403

central moment, 125
central tendency

about, 91
mean, 91–93
mean(), 93–99
median, 99–100
median(), 100
mode, 101
mode(), 101

character strings, 32
Cheat Sheet (website), 5
Chernoff faces, C19–C22
chisq.test() function, 199–200, 391–392, C1–C4
chi-square, 198–199
chi-square distributions, 201–204
choose() function, 369, B3
Clipboard, 419–420
cochrane.qtest() function, B15
Cochran's Q, B13–B16
coefficient of determination, 318
col argument, 68
colnames() function, 76
combinations, 368–369
combinations() function, 370
combn() function, 369
comments, 29
common logarithm, 338
comparison coefficients, 241
compound events, 363–365
Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), 18, 42
concatenate, 23
concordant pairs, B18
conditional probability, 13–14, 365–366
conditions, 110

confidence limits
about, 173
finding for a mean, 173–175

constant, 11
contingency table, C1–C2
continuation prompt, 29
continuous random variables, 371
contrasts, 240–243
contrasts argument, 243
cor() function, 322–323, 324
correlation

about, 313, 314–316
hypothesis testing about, 319–321
multiple, 326–329
partial, 329–331
in R, 322–326
regression and, 316–319
scatterplots, 313–314
semipartial, 331–333

correlation coefficient, 85, 315–316
correlation matrix, 324–326
corrgram() function, 326
cor.test() function, 322–323, B18, B20
covariance, 316
covariate, 308
CRAN (Comprehensive R Archive Network), 18, 42
critical value, 182
CSV files, 46–47
cubic curves, 251
cumsum() function, 133
cumulative density function (CDF)

about, 147, 152–153
plotting, 153–154, 156
plotting with quartiles, 156

cumulative frequency, 133–134
curvilinear regression

about, 335–336, 358
e, 338–341
exponential regression, 346–350
logarithm, 336–338
logarithmic regression, 350–353
polynomial regression, 354–358
power regression, 341–346
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D
data

exploring, 95–96
extracting from data frames, 38–39
formats for, 413–414
missing, 26
types of, 12

data frames
about, 36–39, 416–417
editing, 37–38
extracting data from, 38–39
summarizing, 139–142
working with, 215–216

datadensity() function, 141–142
data.frame() function, 36–37
dbeta() function, A2
dbinom() function, 375
dchisq() function, 201, 202–203
de Vries, Andrie (author)

R For Dummies, 29
degrees of freedom (df), 107, 175–177, 187–188, 212, 

233, 283
density functions, 371–373
density plot, 59
dependent variables, 11–12, 278
describe.data.frame() function, 140
descriptive statistics

about, 10, 123
frequency, 131–139
kurtosis, 130–131
maximum value, 125
minimum value, 125
moments, 125–131
nominal variables, 131–132
numerical variables, 132–139
quantity, 123–125
skewness, 127–130
summarizing data frames, 139–142

dexp() function, A9
df (degrees of freedom), 107, 175–177, 187–188, 212, 

233, 283
df() function, 226, 227
dgamma() function, A8

dim() function, 32
discordant pairs, B18
discrete random variables, 171, 371
distribution functions, 414–415
distributions

binomial, 374–377
chi-square, 201–204
graphing, 52–53
modeling, 383–395
normal, 145–157
Poisson, 384–388, A4–A6
probability, 371–373
sampling, 164–165, 181–183, 206–212
standard normal, 130, 158, 159, 160
t-distributions, 175–177, 189–198

dnbinom() function, 377
dnorm() function, 147, 148, 153–154, 160
dollar sign ($), 35
dot charts, 62–63
double equal-sign (a==b), 38
downloading

R, 18–21
RStudio, 18–21

dplyr package, C16–C17
dpois() function, A5–A6
dt() function, 176, 189–190
Dummies (website), 5
dummy variables, 304

E
e, 338–341
ecdf (empirical cumulative distribution function), 

134–135
edit() function, 37–38, 418–419
elementary outcome, 362
element_blank() function, 83
empirical cumulative distribution function (ecdf), 

134–135
epsilon, 285
equal variances, two-sample hypothesis testing and, 

212–214
Erlang distribution, A7
error term, 236, 246
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error types, 15–16
estimates

about, 163
central limit theorem, 165–172
confidence limits, 173–175
degrees of freedom, 175–177
sampling distributions, 164–165
t-distribution, 175–177

event, 362
Excel (Microsoft), 407–420
excess kurtosis, 130
exp() function, 341, 346, 350
expand argument, 151
expected value, 171
exponent, 336
exponential, A9–A10
exponential regression, 346–350

F
F distributions, 226–230
faces() function, C20–C22
faceting, 96, 273
facet_wrap() function, 96
factor, 236–237
factor() function, 34
factorial() function, 369
factors, 33–34
F-distribution, 223, 225
files

CSV, 46–47
text, 47–48

Files tab (RStudio), 19
filter() function, C16–C17
Fisher, Ronald (statistician), 223
Fisher's r to z transformation, 321
fit, testing, 286–289
fivenum() function, 121–122
for loop, 168–169, 397
forecasting, using regression for, 283
formulas

probability, 13
R, 43–44
working with, 215–216

F-ratio, 223
frequency

about, 131
cumulative, 133–134
nominal variables, 131–132
numerical variables, 132–139

Friedman Two-Way ANOVA, B10–B13
friedman.test() function, B15
functions
abs(), 186, 211
aes(), 72, 82
annotate(), 204, 229, 230
anova(), 308, 310, 357
aov(), 44, 238, 302
arrange(), C17
array, 409
arrow(), 229
as.character(), C12
attach(), 95
barplot(), 60–61
binom, 375
binom.test(), 379, 380–382
boxplot(), 71
c(), 26, 30
cards(), C17
cast(), 80
cat(), 138, 186, 211
cbind(), 272
cen.mom(), 131
chisq.test(), 199–200, 391–392, C1–C4
choose(), 369, B3
cochrane.qtest(), B15
colnames(), 76
combinations(), 370
combn(), 369
cor(), 322–323, 324
corrgram(), 326
cor.test(), 322–323, B18, B20
cumsum(), 133
datadensity(), 141–142
data.frame(), 36–37
dbeta(), A2
dbinom(), 375
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dchisq(), 201, 202–203
density, 371–373
describe.data.frame(), 140
dexp(), A9
df(), 226, 227
dgamma(), A8
dim(), 32
distribution, 414–415
dnbinom(), 377
dnorm(), 147, 148, 153–154, 160
dpois(), A5–A6
dt(), 176, 189–190
edit(), 37–38, 418–419
element_blank(), 83
exp(), 341, 346, 350
faces(), C20–C22
facet_wrap(), 96
factor(), 34
factorial(), 369
filter(), C16–C17
fivenum(), 121–122
friedman.test(), B15
gamma, A6–A7
geocode(), C12
geom, 72, 76, 80, 86, 95, 135, 149, 194, 219, 228, 

229, 274, 293, 294–295
geom_bar(), 74, 81, 216, 219, 376
geom_boxplot(), 86
geom_dotplot(), 76
geom_histogram(), 169
geom_jitter(), 87
geom_line, 194, 197, 203–204
geom_point(), 76
geom_segment(), 150, 156, 160
geom_step, 135
ggpairs(), 85, 325
ggplot(), 72–76, 79–82, 86, 135, 148–149, 169, 

193, 197, 227–228, 268–269, 294–295, 376, 403, 
C5–C8, C10

guides(), 229
head(), 70
hist(), 132–138
kurtosis(), 131
labs(), 74, 78, 83

legend(), 66–67
length(), 38, 98, 107, 123–124
lines(), 59
list(), 34–35
lm(), 291, 292, 297, 309, 327–328, 343–345, 347, 

349, 356
loaded.pr(), 397
manova(), 272
map_data(), C11
margin.table(), 132
matrix(), 33, 242–243
mean(), 26, 93–99, 120–121, 308
median(), 100
melt(), 80, 227
mfv(), 101
mode(), 101
moment(), 131
mtext(), 202
nbinom, 375
ncol(), 124
norm(), 147, 159
normal density, 147–152
nrow(), 124
pairs(), 69, 71, 84, 85
pbeta(), A4
pbinom(), 375, 376
pchisq(), 201, 390, B6, B14
pcor(), 331, 333
pcor.test(), 330–331
permutations(), 370
pexp(), A9, A10
pf(), 226
pgamma(), A8
phyper(), C4–C5
pie(), 76
plot(), 67, 68, 133, 191–192
plotpairs(), 84
pnbinom(), 377
pnorm(), 147, 152–153, 153–154, 155–156, 186
pnormGC(), 153
position_dodge(), 262–263
predict(), 292, 298
prod(), 98
prop.table(), 131–132
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functions (continued)

pt(), 176, 189–190, B17
qbinom(), 375, 377
qchisq(), 201
qexp(), A9
qf(), 226
qhyper(), C4–C5
qnbinom(), 377
qnorm(), 155–156, 184, 209–210
qnormGC(), 155–156
qt(), 176, 189–190
quantile(), 119–120, 121
R, 26–28, 369–371
rank(), 117
rbinom(), 375
rchisq(), 201
read.table(), 47
rep(), 30–31
rexp(), A9
rf(), 226
rhyper(), C4–C5
rnbinom(), 377
rnorm(), 147, 156–157, 402
rolldie(), C18
round(), 120, 139
rt(), 176, 189–190
r.test(), 323
sample(), 399
sample_n(), C18
sapply(), 417–418
scale(), 114–115
scale_x_continuous(), 137, 149, 151, 156, 160
scatter3d(), 300
sd(), 109–110
select(), C16–C17
seq(), 30–31
set.seed(), 157, 402
skewness(), 128, 131
slice(), C17
sort(), 118
spcor(), 332
spcor.test(), 332
stat, 216, 228
stat_(), C5–C8, C10

stat_boxplot(), 216, 274
statistical, 412–413, C5–C8
stem(), 138–139
subset(), 70
substr(), 30
sum(), 26
summary(), 122, 139–140, 238, 254, 291, 292,  

297, 351
summary.aov(), 275
t(), 32
table(), 131, C4
tapply(), 308
theme(), 77, 83
tigerstats, 159
t.test(), 35, 177, 188–189, 214–220, 412–414
user-defined, 28–29
var(), 26, 106–107, 109–110
varTest(), 224
var.test(), 224–225
wilcox.test(), B10
with(), 110
write.table(), 47
z.test(), 185–187

f(x) (probability density), 144–145

G
gamma, A6–A9
gamma distribution, A7–A9
gamma function, A6–A7
Gentleman, Robert (statistician), 17
geocode() function, C12
geom function, 72, 76, 80, 86, 95, 135, 149, 194, 219, 

228, 229, 274, 293, 294–295
geom_bar() function, 74, 81, 216, 219, 376
geom_boxplot() function, 86
geom_dotplot() function, 76
geometric mean, 97–98
geom_histogram() function, 169
geom_jitter() function, 87
geom_line function, 194, 197, 203–204
geom_point() function, 76
geom_segment() function, 150, 156, 160
geom_step function, 135
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ggpairs() function, 85, 325
ggplot() function, 72–76, 79–82, 86, 135, 148–149, 

169, 193, 197, 227–228, 268–269, 294–295, 376, 
403, C5–C8, C10

ggplot2
about, 71–72, 197–198
box plots, 86–88
histograms, 72–74
installing, 42
plotting chi-square in, 203–204
plotting t in, 192–197
scatter plot matrix, 84–86
scatter plots, 82–86

grammar, 71
Grammar of Graphics (Wilkinson), 71
graphics

about, 51
bar graph, 53–54
base R, 57–71
box plot, 56–57
box-and-whiskers plot, 57
finding patterns, 51–57
ggplot2, 71–88
pie graph, 54–55
scatter plot, 55–56

graphing
distributions, 52–53
lines, 279–281

grouped bar plot, 65
guides() function, 229

H
harmonic mean, 98–99
head() function, 70
heat maps, drawing, C12–C15
Help tab (RStudio), 19, 20
hist() function, 132–138
histograms, 57–59, 72–74
homogeneity of regression, 311
hypotheses, 14–15, 179–181
hypothesis testing. See also one-sample hypothesis 

testing; two-sample hypothesis testing
about correlation, 319–321

about regression, 285–290
with binomial distribution, 378–380
foundation of, 366
R compared with traditional, 380–382
sampling distributions and, 181–183

I
icons, explained, 4–5
Ihaka, Ross (mathematician), 17
independence, testing, C1–C4
independent samples, B2–B8
independent variables, 11–12, 278
inferential statistics

about, 10, 14
alternative hypothesis, 14–15
null hypothesis, 14–15

Install Packages dialog box, 84
installing ggplot2, 42
interactions, 257
intercept, testing, 289–290
Internet resources

Cheat Sheet, 5
Dummies, 5
Microsoft R Application Network, 422
Quick-R, 422
R, 18
R documentation, 423
R Journal, 424
R manuals, 423
for R users, 421–422
R-bloggers, 421–422
RDocumentation, 423
RStudio, 18
RStudio Online Learning, 422
Stack Overflow, 422
YOU CANanalytics, 423–424

intersection, 363–365
interval data, 12

J
jittering, 87
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K
Kendall's Tau, B18–B21
Kruskal-Wallis One-Way ANOVA, B5–B8
kurtosis, 126, 130–131
kurtosis() function, 131

L
labels argument, 137
labs() function, 74, 78, 83
lattice package, C19
legend() function, 66–67
length() function, 38, 98, 107, 123–124
leptokurtic, 130
line plot, 191
linear equation, 280
linear regression, 290–295
lines, graphing, 279–281
lines() function, 59
list() function, 34–35
lists, 34–36
lm() function, 291, 292, 297, 309, 327–328, 343–345, 

347, 349, 356
loaded.pr() function, 397
logarithm, 336–338
logarithmic regression, 350–353
logical vector, 30
lower tail, 184

M
manova() function, 272
map_data() function, C11
maps, drawing, C10–C13
margin.table() function, 132
matched samples, B8–B16
matrices, 31–33
matrix() function, 33, 242–243
maximum value, 125
mean

about, 91–93
arithmetic, 97
finding confidence limits for a, 173–175

geometric, 97–98
harmonic, 98–99
trimming the, 96

mean() function
about, 26, 93, 120–121, 308
arithmetic mean, 97
conditions, 93–94
exploring data, 95–96
geometric mean, 97–98
harmonic mean, 98–99
outliers, 96–97
$-sign, 94–95

median, 99–100
median() function, 100
melt() function, 80, 227
melting data, 193, 227
Meys, Joris (author)

R For Dummies, 29
mfv() function, 101
Microsoft Excel, 407–420
Microsoft R Application Network, 422
minimum value, 125
minus sign (-), 117
missing data, 26
mixed ANOVA, 264–269
mode, 101
mode() function, 101
modeling

about, 383
distributions, 383–395
simulating a process, 396–403

moment() function, 131
moments

about, 125–126
kurtosis, 130–131
skewness, 127–130

Monte Carlo method, 396
mtext() function, 202
multiple correlation, 326–329
multiple regression, 295–301
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA),  

270–276
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N
Napier, John (mathematician), 337
natural logarithm, 340
nbinom function, 375
ncol() function, 124
negative binomial distribution, 377–378
nominal data, 12
nominal variables
margin.table() function, 132
prop.table() function, 131–132
table() function, 131

noncentrality, C8–C10
non-parametric statistics

about, B1
independent samples, B2–B8
Kendall's Tau, B18–B21
matched samples, B8–B16
Spearman's correlation coefficient, B16–B18

norm() function, 147, 159
normal

bell curve, 143–147
distributions, 147–157
standardizing scores, 158–160

normal curves, plotting, 148–152
normal density function, 147–152
normal distributions

about, 145
parameters of, 145–147
quantiles of, 155–156
working with, 147–157

nrow() function, 124
null hypothesis, 14–15, 180
numerical variables
hist() function, 132–138
stem() function, 138–139

numerical vectors, 30–31

O
one-sample hypothesis testing

about, 179
chi-square distributions, 201
degrees of freedom (df), 187–188
hypothesis tests and sampling distributions, 181–183

t-distributions, 189–190
testing variances, 198–200
t.test() function, 188–189
visualizing chi-square distributions, 201–204
visualizing t-distributions, 190–198
z-scores, 183–185
z.test() function, 185–187

one-tailed hypothesis testing, 184–185, 205–206
online resources, 421–424
ordinal data, 12
outliers, 96–97
overplotting, 87

P
packages, 19, 39–43
Packages dialog box, 42
Packages tab (RStudio), 19, 20
paired sample t-tests, two-sample hypothesis testing 

and, 222
paired samples, two-sample hypothesis testing for, 

220–221
pairs() function, 69, 71, 84, 85
parameters

defined, 10
of normal distribution, 145–147

partial correlation, 329–331
Pascal distribution, 375
patterns, finding, 51–57
pbeta() function, A4
pbinom() function, 375, 376
pchisq() function, 201, 390, B6, B14
pcor() function, 331, 333
pcor.test() function, 330–331
Pearson, Karl (statistician), 315, 389
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, 

315–316, 322
percent ranks, 120
percentiles, 118–120
permutations, 367–368
permutations() function, 370
pexp() function, A9, A10
pf() function, 226
pgamma() function, A8
phyper() function, C4–C5
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pie() function, 76
pie graphs, 54–55, 62
planned comparisons, 240–242
platykurtic, 130
plot argument, 132
plot() function, 67, 68, 133, 191–192
plotpairs() function, 84
Plots tab (RStudio), 19
plotting

CDF with quartiles, 156
chi-square in ggplot2, 203–204
cumulative density function (CDF), 153–154
normal curves, 148–152
residuals, 294–295
standard normal distribution, 160
t in ggplot2, 192–197

plus sign (+), 73
pnbinom() function, 377
pnorm() function, 147, 152–153, 153–154,  

155–156, 186
pnormGC() function, 153
Poisson, Siméon-Denis (mathematician), A5
Poisson distribution, 384–388, A4–A6
polynomial regression, 354–358
pooling, 212–214, 234
population mean, 92
population standard deviation, 107–109
populations, 10–11, 163, C4–C5
positional matching, 27
position_dodge() function, 262–263
post hoc tests, 243–244
power regression, 341–346
predict() function, 292, 298
predictions

of central limit theorem, 171–172
making, 292, 298

Presentation Method/Style
about, 255–256
interactions, 257
two-factor ANOVA/two-way ANOVA, 257–263
variables, 263–269

prob package, C17–C19

probability
about, 13–14, 361–362, A1
beta, A1–A4
binomial distributions, 374–375, 375–377
compound events, 363–365
conditional, 13–14, 365–366
distributions and density functions, 371–373
exponential, A9–A10
gamma, A6–A9
hypothesis testing, 380–382
hypothesis testing with binomial distribution, 

378–380
large sample spaces, 366–369
negative binomial distribution, 377–378
Poisson, A4–A6
R functions, 369–371
random variables, 371
sample spaces and, 362–363

probability density (f(x)), 144–145
prod() function, 98
prop.table() function, 131–132
pt() function, 176, 189–190, B17
Pythagorean percentage, 392–393

Q
qbinom() function, 375, 377
qchisq() function, 201
qexp() function, A9
qf() function, 226
qhyper() function, C4–C5
qnbinom() function, 377
qnorm() function, 155–156, 184, 209–210
qnormGC() function, 155–156
qt() function, 176, 189–190
quadratic curves, 251
quantile() function, 119–120, 121
quantiles, of normal distributions, 155–156
quantity, descriptive statistics and, 123–125
quartic component, 253
quartiles, plotting CDF with, 156
Quick-R, 422
quintic component, 253
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R
R. See also specific topics

about, 17
comments, 29
defining vectors in, 407–408
distributions in, 147
documentation for, 423
downloading, 18–21
formulas, 43–44
functions, 26–28, 369–371
manuals for, 423
packages, 39–43
ranking in, 117
sessions in, 21–26
standard normal distribution in, 159
standard scores in, 114–115
structures, 29–39
user-defined functions, 28–29
website, 18
working directory, 21–22

R For Dummies (de Vries and Meys), 29
R Journal, 424
random sampling, 156–157
random variables, 371
randomized blocks. See repeated measures
randomiztion, 157
rank() function, 117
ranking

percent ranks, 120
percentiles, 118–120
in R, 117
sort() function, 118
tied scores, 117–118

ratio data, 12
raw moment, 125
rbinom() function, 375
R-bloggers, 421–422
rchisq() function, 201
RDocumentation, 423
read.table() function, 47
reciprocal, of a number, 98
regression. See also curvilinear regression

about, 277

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), 305–312
analysis of variance (ANOVA), 301–305
correlation and, 316–319
exponential, 346–350
graphing lines, 279–281
linear, 290–295
logarithmic, 350–353
multiple, 295–301
polynomial, 354–358
power, 341–346
regression line, 281–290
scatterplots, 277–279

regression coefficients, 281
regression line

about, 281–290
correlation and, 316
variation around, 283–285
visualizing, 293–294

regression plane, visualizing, 298–301
Remember icon, 4
rep() function, 30–31
repeated measures

about, 244
in R, 247–249
visualizing results, 249–250
working with, 245–246

residuals, 239, 283, 294–295, 317
resources, online, 421–424. See also websites
rexp() function, A9
rf() function, 226
rhyper() function, C4–C5
rnbinom() function, 377
rnorm() function, 147, 156–157, 402
rolldie() function, C18
round() function, 120, 139
row factor, 256
RStudio

about, 17
downloading, 18–21
website, 18

RStudio Online Learning, 422
rt() function, 176, 189–190
r.test() function, 323
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S
sabermetrics, 392
sample() function, 399
sample space, 362–363, 366–369
sample standard deviation, 109
sample variance, 106
sample_n() function, C18
samples

about, 10–11
defined, 163
independent, B2–B8
matched, B8–B16
testing more than two, 231–254

sampling distribution of the mean, 164
sampling distributions

about, 164–165
hypothesis tests and, 181–183
two-sample hypothesis testing and, 206–212

sapply() function, 417–418
scale() function, 114–115
scale_x_continuous() function, 137, 149, 151, 

156, 160
scatter plot matrix, 69–71, 84–86
scatter3d() function, 300
scatterplots

about, 55–56, 67–71, 82–84
correlation and, 313–314
regression and, 277–279
visualizing, 293–294

Schmuller, Joseph (author)
Statistical Analysis with Excel For Dummies, 2, 44

scores, standardizing, 158–160
sd() function, 109–110
seed, 157
segments, 150
select() function, C16–C17
semipartial correlation, 331–333
seq() function, 30–31
set.seed() function, 157, 402
$-sign, 94–95
significant linear component, 252
simple main effects, 269
skewness, 127–130

skewness() function, 128, 131
slice() function, C17
slope, testing, 289
sort() function, 118
spcor() function, 332
spcor.test() function, 332
Spearman's correlation coefficient, B16–B18
spreadsheets, 44–46
squaring a deviation, 105
Stack Overflow, 422
standard deviation

about, 107, 199
population, 107–109
sample, 109

standard error, 164
standard error of the mean, 164
standard normal distribution, 130, 158, 159, 160
standard score. See z-score
standards

about, 111
ranking, 117–121
scale() function, 114–115
summarizing, 121–122
z-score, 112–114, 116

Stanford-Binet score, 158
stat function, 216, 228
stat_boxplot() function, 216, 274
stat_function() function, C5–C8, C10
Statistical Analysis with Excel For Dummies (Schmuller), 

2, 44
statistical functions, 412–413, C5–C8
statistically significant, 184
statistics

about, 9
data types, 12
descriptive. See descriptive statistics
error types, 15–16
inferential, 10, 14–16
lists and, 35–36
non-parametric, B1–B21
populations, 10–11
probability, 13–14
samples, 10–11
variables, 11–12
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stem() function, 138–139
stem-and-leaf plot, 138–139
structures

data frames, 36–39
factors, 33–34
lists, 34–36
matrices, 31–33
numerical vectors, 30–31
R, 29–39
statistics, 35–36
vectors, 30

Studentized Range distribution, 244
subset() function, 70
substr() function, 30
sum() function, 26
Sum of (∑), 92
sum of squares, 233
summary() function, 122, 139–140, 238, 254, 291, 

292, 297, 351
summary.aov() function, 275

T
t() function, 32
table() function, 131, C4
tables, importing from Excel into R, 419–420
tapply() function, 308
t-distributions, 175–177, 189–198
TeachingDemos package, C19–C22
Technical Stuff icon, 5
test statistic, 183
text files, 47–48
theme() function, 77, 83
themes, 77
3d scatterplot, visualizing, 298–301
tied scores, 117–118
ties.method argument, 117–118
tigerstats function, 159
tilde operator (), 67
Tip icon, 4
trend analysis, 250–254
trial, 362
trim argument, 96

trimming the mean, 96
T-score, 116
t.test() function, 35, 177, 188–189, 214–220,  

412–414
Tukey, John (boxplot creator), 121
2 x 2 factorial design, 256
two-factor ANOVA/two-way ANOVA, 257–263
two-sample hypothesis testing

about, 205–206
degrees of freedom (df), 212
equal variances, 212–214
F distributions, 226
paired sample t-tests, 222
for paired samples, 220–221
sampling distributions, 206–212
testing two variances, 222–225
t.test() function, 214–220
visualizing F distributions, 226–230

two-tailed hypothesis testing, 184–185, 205–206
Type I/II errors, 16, 180

U
unequal variances, 219–220
union, 363–364
unplanned comparisons, 243–244
upper tail, 184
user-defined functions, 28–29

V
var() function, 26, 106–107, 109–110
variables

about, 11–12
categorical, 34
continuous random, 371
dependent, 11–12, 278
discrete random, 171, 371
independent, 11–12, 278
nominal, 131–132
numerical, 132–139
Presentation Method/Style and, 263–269
random, 371
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variances
about, 24
equal, 212–214
sample, 106
testing, 198–200
testing two, 222–225
unequal, 219–220

variation
about, 103
conditions, 110
measuring, 104–108
sd() function, 109–110
standard deviation, 108–109

var.test() function, 224–225
varTest() function, 224
vectors

about, 30
defining in R, 407–408
logical, 30
numerical, 30–31
operating on, 408–411
working with two, 214–215

W
Warning icon, 4
websites

Cheat Sheet, 5
Dummies, 5
Microsoft R Application Network, 422
Quick-R, 422
R, 18
R documentation, 423
R Journal, 424
R manuals, 423
for R users, 421–422
R-bloggers, 421–422
RDocumentation, 423
RStudio, 18

RStudio Online Learning, 422
Stack Overflow, 422
YOU CANanalytics, 423–424

Wechsler score, 158
Wickham, Hadley (R developer), 71
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks, B8–B10
Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, B2–B5
wilcox.test() function, B10
Wilkinson, Leland (author)

Grammar of Graphics, 71
with() function, 110
within subjects. See repeated measures
working directory, 21–22
write.table() function, 47

X
x, 144–145
xlab argument, 58
xlim argument, 61

Y
ylab argument, 58
ylim argument, 61
YOU CANanalytics, 423–424

Z
z-scores

about, 112, 158–160
characteristics of, 112–113
exam scores, 114
example of, 113
one-sample hypothesis testing and, 183–185
T-score, 116
two-sample hypothesis testing and, 208–210

z-test, 210–212
z.test() function, 185–187
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